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A collation of recent insights on markets and economies
taken from the comments made by chairs and
investment managers of investment companies – have a
read and make your own minds up. Please remember
that nothing in this note is designed to encourage you to
buy or sell any of the companies mentioned.

Roundup
The Russo-Ukrainian conflict, which began at the end of February,
worsened over March and more sanctions were imposed. We have
seen further volatility in global markets and a significant impact on
energy, metals, and wheat prices. That has been good news for
commodity exporting regions such as Latin America. Higher inflation
and increasing interest rates now seem likely to persist. Government
bond yields are rising. Investors have sought out alternative safe havens
in asset classes such as gold. Coronavirus cases appear to be on the
rise again but the easing of restrictions in most places (with the notable
exception of parts of China) have gone ahead as planned as vaccination
levels are still climbing.
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Global highlights
Inflation frustration
Witan’s Andrew Bell believes central banks will stop short of aggressive
interest rate rises as, given the debt burden in major economies, high
rates would rapidly impact growth.
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Simon Barnard, manager of Smithson explains why he does not fear
moderate inflation.
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EP Global Opportunities’ manager believes it is becoming increasingly
clear that inflationary pressures will continue to persist for some time.
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Mid Wynd International’s Napier says inflation is now a chosen policy
option and not a 'transitory' accident resulting from supply side
disruptions associated with the pandemic.
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March’s highlights
Global (continued)
F&C chair, Nicola Ralston, says for an investor with a long-term horizon, it is
generally preferable to remain invested even in times of heightened uncertainty.
The investment directors at Murray International highlight rising global
protectionism, regulation and redistribution of wealth to labour from capital as new
challenges for financial markets.
JPMorgan Global Growth & Income’s managers believe we are now firmly in the
'mid-cycle' phase of the economic recovery, which tends to support stock markets,
and they expect further market gains over the coming year as the cycle progresses.

UK
JPMorgan UK Smaller Companies’ managers discuss how their confidence
wavered at the start of 2022 as stock markets declined and the situation in Russia
and Ukraine took a dramatic turn.
Richard Hills, chair of Strategic Equity Capital, says we are finally witnessing a
strong global economic rebound from the pandemic.
Commodity prices have
increased dramatically in
recent months

Temple Bar’s managers say commodity prices have increased very dramatically
and this will squeeze corporate profit margins whilst acting as a tax on consumers,
thereby reducing their spending power.
The manager of abrdn Smaller Companies Income notes that it has been
encouraging to see that the number of new issues coming to the market continues
to grow, bringing further diversity and investment opportunities to the small and midcapital company arena.
JPMorgan Claverhouse’s Meadon and Abbot explain how UK stocks have held up
better than most in the recent turmoil.
John Evans, chair of JPMorgan Mid Cap, highlights that the UK mid-cap space has
seen in the first half of the financial year a high level of bid activity for its constituents
as corporate investors see value.
Henderson High Income manager, David Smith, believes inflation is likely to remain
elevated, at least in the first half of the year, caused by surging oil, gas and wheat
prices.

Global emerging markets
India has a long list of high
quality small and mid-cap
companies but valuations are
often excessive

Fundsmith Emerging Equities manager, Michael O’Brien, says political risk will
continue to be a greater issue for developing markets against developed ones.
The managers of ScotGems are concerned about India. They say India has a long
list of high quality small and mid-cap companies but valuations are often excessive.
Austin Forey and John Citron, managers of JPMorgan Emerging Markets, highlight
that it is important, especially in times of uncertainty and market stress, to remember
that in the long run, good businesses are always likely to create value for their
shareholders.
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Renewable energy infrastructure
US Solar’s chair says though we are yet to see the full repercussions of the conflict
across the globe and across industries, the trajectory seems set for higher energy
prices and stronger demand for renewables.
The burden of providing
financial support for the
transition to net zero will fall
on the private capital world

The chair of VH Global Sustainable Energy Opportunities notes that COP26
demonstrated that while governments focused on the wider debate, it was clear the
burden of providing financial support for the transition to net zero would fall on the
private capital world.
Foresight Solar’s managers share their views on market developments in the solar
space across the UK, Australia and Spain.
Downing Renewables and Infrastructure chair, Hugh W M Little, reflects on the
findings from COP 26 and what they mean for the future of renewables.
The chair of Octopus Renewables Infrastructure highlights that the desire to avoid
purchases of Russian oil and gas has led governments across Europe and beyond
to seek ways to accelerate the deployment of new renewable capacity.

Other
We have also included comments on Asia Pacific from Pacific Horizon; Europe
from Henderson EuroTrust, European Assets and The European Smaller
Companies Trust; North America from JPMorgan US Smaller Companies; Japan
from Baillie Gifford Shin Nippon; India from India Capital Growth and Ashoka India
Equity; Vietnam from VinaCapital Vietnam Opportunity and VietNam Holding;
flexible investment from Tetragon Financial, RIT Capital Partners and Schroder
BSC Social Impact; infrastructure from Digital 9 Infrastructure, Premier Miton
Global Renewables and BBGI Global Infrastructure; commodities & natural
resources from Golden Prospect Precious Metals, CQS Natural Resources Growth
and Income and BlackRock World Mining; biotechnology & healthcare from RTW
Venture; technology & media from Allianz Technology; growth capital from
Schroder British Opportunities; private equity from BMO Private Equity and Apax
Global Alpha; hedge funds from BH Macro and Pershing Square; debt from M&G
Credit Income, Axiom European Financial Debt, Honeycomb and Invesco Bond
Income Plus; and property from Hammerson, Secure Income REIT, Alternative
Income REIT, Tritax Big Box, Supermarket Income REIT, Target Healthcare REIT,
Empiric Student Property, PRS REIT, Harworth Group, Regional REIT, BMO Real
Estate Investments, Impact Healthcare REIT, CLS Holdings.
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Global
(compare global funds here, here and here)
Andrew Bell, CEO of Witan - 16 March
Where 2020 was defined by the shock of the pandemic and the search for a way to
combat it, 2021 marked a turning of the tide, as vaccines, more effective treatment
of the sick, help from fiscal and monetary stimulus and the adoption of new systems
of working and routes to market began to alleviate the health consequences and
economic costs of COVID-19. Progress was uneven, with some countries
experiencing the worst of their outbreaks, while others saw improving trends.
Consequently, despite the case numbers through the year showing signs of
improvement in the severity associated with successive infection waves, the mood
remained hesitant. This was clearly illustrated by the reaction to the more
contagious Omicron variant towards the year end, with renewed lockdowns in some
European economies and the reintroduction of travel restrictions
Fluctuating hopes for an end to the pandemic and differing regional experience,
were reflected in changeable trends within investment markets. An early rise in bond
yields and cyclically sensitive stocks was reversed in the summer when a slowdown
in economic growth played on fears of renewed recession and rekindled interest in
highly rated faster-growing companies. This was followed in turn by a rise in
inflation, as companies were unable to meet the surge in demand from reopening
economies. There was unexpected disruption to production in key sectors, such as
autos and semiconductors, and in labour markets, where several factors (including
early retirement, reduced international mobility, health worries) have reduced the
number of people seeking employment in a resurgent economy. Energy prices also
rose sharply, as the growth in sustainable non-polluting sources of energy is not yet
sufficient to accommodate the world's growing overall demand for energy at a time
when oil and gas output has stalled due to supply restrictions from OPEC and the
effect of several years of weak capital investment.
By the year end, some central banks began to curtail the exceptional liquidity
support provided during the crisis and to raise interest rates in response to this rise
in inflation, helped by confirmation of a revival in growth after the pause during the
summer.
Nonetheless, the developed world's equity markets enjoyed a buoyant year, fuelled
by abundant liquidity and sharply recovering earnings. Global equities finished the
year up 20%, led by a 30% rise in the US. The UK (+ 19%) and Europe (+ 18%)
also delivered a strong recovery. Emerging markets and Asia fared less well, owing
to slower vaccination rates and lockdowns associated with successive pandemic
waves. The Pacific Basin fell 2%, Japan rose only 2% and Emerging Markets
declined by 1%.
The early weeks of 2022 saw a contrast between the accelerating numbers of cases
of COVID-19 and increasing hopes that the Omicron variant responsible was less
of a threat to most of those infected. Effective vaccines and improved therapeutic
treatments for those most affected offer hope that 2022 will be the year when the
world learns to coexist with a virus that is becoming endemic. This, of course,
depends upon the continued global vaccine rollout, wider availability of treatments
for those most seriously affected and immunity holding up against future mutations
of the virus.
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The reopening in many economies that was interrupted in 2021 seems likely to
resume in 2022, which will deliver significant recoveries in the service sectors which
have been most affected, notably travel and hospitality. Supply disruptions (caused
by the speed of the bounce-back in growth during 2021, allied to the impact of
COVID-19 on component factories, ports and transport logistics) are moderating,
allowing a recovery in key manufacturing sectors, including autos.
On top of this hoped-for cyclical rebound, there are two new drivers of future growth,
namely the interrelated areas of infrastructure and measures to combat global
warming. Over coming decades, the power generation, heating and cooling of
premises and transportation sectors are set to be re-engineered to reduce
dependence on coal and hydrocarbons.
This will create opportunities in the emergent industries as well as obsolescence
risks for incumbents. The US is also set to embark on a programme of repairing and
renewing its ageing civil engineering infrastructure, while the EU has agreed a €750
billion Next Generation EU investment programme to help support economies
adversely affected by the pandemic.
Resurgent growth, damaged production systems (due to COVID-19 effects) and an
energy crisis caused by premature disinvestment in oil and gas have caused
inflation to surge in many economies. This has been exacerbated by the surge in
energy prices following Russia's military aggression in Ukraine. Whilst some of the
inflation drivers may be transient, others are potentially structural - the cheapness
of goods from emerging markets is waning, supply chains are being shortened,
pandemic- related changes in the workforce may endure and governments seem
set to run bigger deficits.
Central bank policy is turning. The Bank of England has raised rates twice and the
US Federal Reserve is phasing out its liquidity-boosting bond purchases and
signalling rate rises during 2022. The resulting rise in bond yields has implications
for equities as well as for relative returns within the markets. Rapidly growing
companies (in many cases 'pre-profit') have been rerated in recent years due to a
lower discount rate being applied to the major proportion of their value represented
by sales far into the future. We have seen a reality check for some of the most
optimistically valued parts of the markets at a time of improving dividend cheques
from the laggards. As investors in undervalued growth (rather than cheapness
alone) we have been surprised by the widening disparity in ratings within the
markets.
We believe central banks will stop short of aggressive rises as, given the debt
burden in major economies, high rates would rapidly impact growth. This is aside
from the hard-to-forecast effect of the Russian invasion on economic confidence,
particularly in Europe. Furthermore, moderate inflation is an effective way to reduce
debt burdens, particularly if (as in the decades after the Second World War) it
coincides with consistent economic growth. Both governments and central banks
seem likely to seek (or condone) faster inflation than the 2% norm of recent
decades, while hoping that government bond yields remain low. This policy, of
financial repression, depends upon buyers of government bonds either being
surprised by inflation or being under pressure to hold them (e.g. requirements for
banks to hold gilts as liquidity, pension funds and insurers matching assets and
liabilities).
Although equity market valuations are high by historic standards, interest rates
remain exceptionally low. Rising interest rates will shift the burden onto earnings
growth to offset potential PE derating, acting as a headwind for equities, presumably
more so where valuations have expanded the most speculatively. With the
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exceptional liquidity injections of recent years now being withdrawn by central
banks, amid rate increases aimed at tackling unexpectedly high inflation, 2022
already looked like a year when a more selective, value-conscious approach to
equities was called for, while bond yields below prevailing inflation rates appeared
increasingly hard to justify. Added to this, the actual and potential ramifications of
the Russian military aggression against Ukraine make the immediate outlook less
predictable, calling for steady judgement, a long-term approach and a focus on
distinguishing substance from mirage in investment terms.

...........
Simon Barnard, manager of Smithson - 15 March
If interest rates are so obviously on the rise, and this so obviously creates a more
favourable environment for value companies rather than quality or growth
companies, shouldn't we adapt our strategy to buy the companies which stand to
benefit? Well, no. Owning high quality companies with sustainable growth is a
winning strategy over the long term, has been shown to work through several
economic cycles, and is one which we know we can execute successfully. Whilst
other managers may be able to run a value strategy, we believe it is inherently more
difficult, as you cannot hold value companies for the long term if all you are doing is
owning a poor quality company at a low price, which you hope will re-rate in the
future. If this does happen (there is no guarantee), you then have to sell the
company to find another such investment, and so on. This means that unlike our
strategy, time is not your friend, because the longer you are holding the company
and waiting for it to re-rate, the lower your annualised returns become, and if you're
particularly unlucky, the worse the company becomes. On the other hand, it matters
less if it takes more time for the market to appreciate the value of the type of
companies we hold in our strategy, because the highest quality companies are
constantly getting better, or at the very least, bigger, owing to their growth. So, once
we have found the right companies, all we have to do is wait. We think that patience
is one of our competitive advantages, because with the strategy we employ, it tends
to pay off.
Imagine a dog walker crossing a field, their dog wildly zigzagging around them. We
would relate the companies we own to the walker, clear in direction and making
steady progress across the field, while the daily market price is like the dog, moving
back and forth quite randomly. Now, the current economic storm may well send the
dog cowering for cover, but given enough time, we know that the price and value
will eventually meet again, just as the dog and walker will ultimately leave the field
together. We also know that, as well as making constant progress, a high quality
company, if it trips during the storm, will rise again and keep going. Low quality,
value companies on the other hand, may never get back up.
Of course, interest rates are on the rise because central banks are trying to contain
inflation, which many fear may not be transitory, as first thought. It is worth
mentioning that we do not fear moderate inflation, which by itself would likely not
cause a significant problem for our companies. This is owing to a couple of reasons.
First, the companies we own have high gross margins, and therefore low raw
material costs. They also tend to have low capital requirements, which allows them
to generate high returns on that capital. As inflation affects both the cost of raw
materials and the cost of plant and equipment, those that spend less as a proportion
of revenue on these items will be relatively less impacted by cost inflation. On top
of this, the market structure and competitive positioning of many of our companies
mean that they would also be in a position to raise the prices charged to their
customers should the costs of the business increase. This is not necessarily
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something we want them to do unilaterally; as a market leader raising prices can
often create an 'umbrella' under which competitors can flourish by charging slightly
lower prices while still maintaining a good margin. But if inflation is creating a cost
issue for the whole industry, it is comforting to know that our companies have the
market power to increase prices should it become necessary.

...........
Ken Wotton, manager of EP Global Opportunities - 14 March
Over the six month period to the end of December, the FTSE Smaller Companies
ex-Investment Trust Index (“the index”) rose 2.1% on a total return basis. This
headline figure however masked significant intra-period volatility at both a stock and
sector level driven by the uncertain and uneven recovery from the effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic. In addition, the combination of tight labour markets, increasing
energy costs and global supply chain disruptions led to a challenging operating
environment for many businesses. At a macro-economic level these factors created
inflationary pressures that increasingly appear to be less transitory than central
bankers would care to admit; in December inflation hit 5.4% in the UK and 7% in
the US, 29 and 39 year highs respectively. Late in the period these challenges were
compounded by the emergence of the Omicron variant and the associated
restrictions which again led to a divergence in the performance between those
companies and sectors perceived to be ‘Covid winners’ and ‘Covid losers’.
Whilst these factors make for a challenging investment environment, we believe the
fundamentals remain encouraging for UK small cap investors that are able to take
a long term view and look through potential short term noise. The discounted
valuation applied to the UK and to UK smaller companies in particular remains
material, whilst business and consumer confidence remains high. In addition, the
M&A environment remains very active with significant activity in terms of both IPOs,
secondary issuance by listed companies to support acquisitions, and buyouts from
private equity and foreign buyers.
Despite strong initial indications of its mild nature from South Africa, many countries
responded with a return of restrictions from now well worn public policy Covid
playbooks. It is increasingly becoming apparent that these are neither effective nor
required and we were encouraged by UK government’s decision to test this theory
by resisting the imposition of strict restrictions to activity or movement. To date this
decision appears to have been entirely vindicated. The successful vaccine roll out,
infection-acquired immunity and the evolution of the virus to a more mild strain have
all combined to thankfully limit the impact of Omicron to well below that of previous
waves despite high case numbers. With this experience being mirrored across other
countries around the world, we are hopeful that 2022 will see a return to a more
normalised environment, although there is some way to go yet before this is fully
realised.
Whilst we expect Covid related disruption to wane over the course of 2022, it is
becoming increasingly clear that inflationary pressures will continue to persist for
some time. Supply side disruption – both in terms of labour and supplies – will
continue to create operational challenges across a range of sectors. Having said
this, the longer-term outlook remains positive. Business and consumer confidence
continue to recover as the world emerges from the pandemic and strong demandside drivers support robust economic projections into 2022 and beyond. Taken in
aggregate we believe this is an attractive environment to invest; whilst on-going
uncertainty can be challenging, it also provides the opportunity to unearth good
long-term investment at attractive valuations.
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...........
Russell Napier, chair of Mid Wynd International - 14 March
It is now widely expected that inflation will not be 'transitory' as some, especially
central bankers, had declared it to be. This change in expectations has produced a
sea-change in financial markets due to the likely impact on corporate earnings and
also on interest rates. A key element in assessing the appropriate price for any
investment is the level of interest rates. Future corporate cash flows are discounted,
by an appropriate rate of interest, to assess their net present value. All other things
being equal, a rise in interest rates leads to a fall in the net present value of
corporate cash flows which, financial theory suggests, should lead to a reduction in
share prices.
As investors increasingly believe that a rise in interest rates will be necessary to
combat inflation, there is now a headwind for share prices which has been absent
for many years. Not all share prices will be impacted equally by rising interest rates.
In particular, companies whose earnings are expected to be made far in the future,
such as newer start-up companies, will see an outsized impact on the net present
value of those earnings when interest rates rise. There are also direct impacts upon
corporate earnings, negative and positive, from both higher interest rates and higher
inflation. The move to higher inflation and somewhat higher interest rates can thus
result in great shifts of capital within the equity market as investors seek to anticipate
the impact from these changing factors.
While it would be comforting to conclude that inflation is an accident of the
pandemic, it would also be dangerous. The world's debt-to-GDP ratio, which
includes the public and private sectors, remains at levels that have almost certainly
never been seen before - even during two world wars. These record high debt levels
have created a very fragile financial system and on two relatively recent occasions,
a recession has shown every prospect of turning into a depression. Only aggressive
policy responses by central bankers and governments have prevented a similar debt
deflation to that which changed the world in the 1930s. The lesson for governments
from both the 2007-2009 episode and our more recent recession is that debt-toGDP levels will have to be reduced to create a more robust financial system. The
most acceptable policy to achieve this structural change will be to allow inflation to
run at higher levels. The consequence is higher levels of nominal GDP growth. If
debt growth can be constrained to levels below nominal GDP growth then debt-toGDP declines and the ability to service debt improves. So much for the theory.
War has now returned to Europe. The human cost of the war is already apparent.
War also usually heralds higher inflation and an increasing reluctance by
governments to allow market-determined pricing. The war thus accelerates the
structural shift, already evident, in which bond markets are not allowed to fully reflect
inflation expectations. War also provides political legitimacy to non-market
approaches to contain consumer prices such as price controls. We live in an age of
emergencies: a health emergency, an inequality emergency, a national security
emergency and a climate emergency. These emergencies legitimise greater
government intervention in the setting of prices. Although we hold no investments
in Russian or Ukrainian companies and the revenue exposures of our investee
companies to these regions is minimal, the threats posed by the invasion of Ukraine
have rippled throughout global markets. In this environment it becomes more
difficult to select those equities that can preserve the purchasing power of the wealth
of investors.
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Inflation is today a chosen policy option and not a 'transitory' accident resulting from
supply side disruptions associated with the pandemic. It is a policy aimed at moving
wealth from savers to debtors. It is not a policy that can be publicly avowed as it is
in effect a form of taxation, particularly on savers, that is being enforced without
legislation. The job of your Board and Investment Manager is to attempt to ensure
that your savings are managed to preserve and grow the purchasing power of your
capital over the long-term. This is now a greater challenge than it has been given
the need for governments to engineer this major wealth transfer. That well-chosen
equities can provide protection from this threat seems likely. The best corporate
managements are always adjusting to change.

...........
Nicola Ralston, chair of F&C - 10 March
Even before the invasion of Ukraine, the economic backdrop had already changed
markedly, with consumer price inflation in the European Union over 5%, liquidity
gradually being withdrawn by central banks and interest rates globally rising from
the ultra-low (in some cases negative) levels. However, it is hard to overstate the
impact of a war in Europe in both human and economic terms. In the 1970s, for
example, the oil price shock resulted in prolonged "stagflation" (high inflation
coupled with low growth). Shortages and high prices of energy, food and
manufactured goods seem likely to be the key themes of the remainder of 2022 as
the economic war on Russia bites on both sides and companies revisit their supply
chains.
As a final point, I will simply say that for an investor with a long-term horizon, it is
generally preferable to remain invested even in times of heightened uncertainty.

...........
Bruce Stout, Martin Connaghan and Samantha Fitzpatrick, investment
directors of Murray International - 4 March
The subjective "science" synonymous with financial markets attracts many diverse
practitioners. Devout disciples of data worship statistics as the instigator of relative
price moves. Followers of fashion adopt a more footloose approach, favouring
concepts over cash-flows, perceptions over profits. At the extremes, the apostles of
animal spirits put their faith in "the invisible hand", a guiding force anatomically
attributed to avarice and anxiety, but emotionally expressed as greed and fear. For
the most part, such financial ideologies co-exist without much friction or fissure. But
not always. Periodically, the contemporary dominating dogma becomes
dysfunctional as economic conditions change, the inevitable consequences
invariably being asset-value dislocations and wealth destruction. Spurious
justifications of excessive valuation repeatedly precede such events, painful
deflation of mispriced assets the recurring aftermath. The seismic shift in the global
economic landscape over the past twelve months represented the most serious
challenge to prevailing consensus market doctrine for decades.
At the root was a once familiar foe - inflation. Supposedly extinct in a world of freeflowing capital, labour and trade, the silent assassin of wealth returned with a
vengeance. Initially ignored as transitory, then latterly dismissed as temporary; by
year end widespread price rises were attracting the attention of everyone except the
most foolhardy. The rapid pace of inflation's resurgence was relentless, radically
"warming" the economic climate across the globe. Ironically, as if to emphasise the
point, infection mutations related to the pandemic were perhaps the only cold
constant throughout. Coexisting with the continuing battle against Covid-19,
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practically every economy registered a meaningful rebound in growth and inflation,
although rates of expansion proved extremely erratic, varying enormously between
countries and continents. Vast differences emerged between the Developed and
the Developing Worlds, not solely attributable to vaccination rates.
Unfettered expansion of fiscal and monetary stimulus in the Developed World
unleashed unwelcome consequences. Budget deficits ballooned, pent-up consumer
demand overwhelmingly outstripped supply, and unlimited financing inflated
numerous asset bubbles in different sectors of economies. Equity market valuations
surpassed previous peaks, property prices soared to the highest multiple of
household income on record, commodity prices skyrocketed upwards and
speculative "investment" in new concepts and conjectures exceeded all levels of
rational reasoning.
At the core of such emphatic exhilaration was, yet again, irresponsible Central
Bankers. Craving popularity over prudence, the purported guardians of the greater
good constantly stoked the fires of future financial instability by adhering to
inappropriate monetary stimulus way beyond the boundaries of stated purpose and
seemingly oblivious to the inflationary impacts of such actions. Pandering to equity
markets whilst simultaneously enforcing financial repression on bonds should have
no place in any self-respecting, independent Central Bank mandate but
unfortunately this has been endemic throughout the Developed World in recent
times.
Conversely, the Developing World generally favoured constraint in negotiating the
untrodden path from the Covid pandemic. Across Asia and Emerging Markets,
policymakers mitigated business interruptions and social costs whilst
simultaneously implementing prudent policy responses. Interest rates were raised
in anticipation of future inflationary pressures, and pro-growth initiatives intensified
without exploitation of public financing. Caution prevailed and careful discretion was
exercised with prosperity simply postponed for the future. A combination of vaccine
shortages, selective reinstated lockdowns, mandated isolations and generally
higher interest rates were always going to restrain growth in various developing
market countries, but only relatively. The Chinese economy still expanded over 8%
in 2021, with Taiwan not far behind growing 6%. More importantly, fiscal
respectability was maintained throughout, with local interest rates free to accurately
price risk for both lenders and borrowers alike. Against this backdrop, corporate
profit recoveries were more subdued than those experienced in the Developed
World, but the delayed resurgence in earnings and dividends should ultimately
mean they prove to be longer lasting and of higher quality. Absent of the excesses
which prevail in Developed World asset classes, the risk reward in Asian and
Emerging equity markets remains very compelling.
For a year that began offering a plethora of positive potential, promising new
vaccines, unprecedented stimulus, widespread economic recovery and contained
inflation, by the end of the period the financial backdrop had markedly changed. A
highly contagious Covid variant, increasing upward pressure on interest rates,
restrained fiscal spending initiatives and inflation at multi-decade highs had
conspired to sever expectations from reality. More ominously so did the
performance of bond and equity markets, the former beginning to discount tougher
times ahead, the latter essentially ignoring escalating inflationary pressures and the
consequences that invariably follow. Unfortunately, such naivety is unlikely to last.
Global Review
Given the depth of regional recessions and deeply distorted macroeconomic trends
that prevailed throughout the world in 2020, economic recoveries in 2021 were
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unlikely to be smooth, uniform and predictable. In the event, what transpired clearly
proved the point. As business interruptions sporadically continued and financial
legacies mounted, consumers, companies and governments remained hostage to
unfamiliar circumstances. Nowhere was this more evident than in the United States.
A high-octane cocktail of extremely loose monetary policy, huge transfer payments
to unemployed consumers during the pandemic and promises of massive future
fiscal stimulus fuelled a frenzy of equity investment. Anticipation of higher future
corporate earnings inflamed the momentum. In the real economy, labour markets
tightened as economic recovery gained traction, pent-up demand far outstripped
supply, and a booming US economy succumbed to the inevitable - inflation. The
Federal Reserve's pledge to tolerate "moderately" higher inflation until the economy
generated full employment evaporated in line with other post-pandemic promises,
leaving policy in limbo and increasingly susceptible to speculative forces. The year
ended with rising expectations for imminent interest rate hikes, an end to printing
money and less fiscal largesse. How this relates to current valuations on US equities
and bonds remains of key concern.
Under virtually any scenario apart from the belief that rock bottom interest rates will
prevail in perpetuity, the US equity market stands out as excessively valued. Yearon-year comparisons for quarterly earnings will become tougher throughout this
year, as will debt servicing and perhaps even access to new capital. Corporate taxes
may also have to rise if politicians ever, even reluctantly, wish to restore some
semblance of fiscal respectability. The US bond market also has many uncertainties
to negotiate: constant monetary intervention over the past decade has distorted the
US bond market beyond recognition, such that America faces the future with the
most negative real interest rates since the 1950s. Bank deposits are already being
eroded by inflation. For now, the US bond market seems impotent to correctly price
increasingly evident inflationary pressures, but scope clearly exists for significant
upward moves in bond yields if market forces are restored to fixed income
valuations.
For the UK and Europe, the divergence between economic fundamentals and equity
markets appears less stretched on an absolute basis, but careful consideration must
be given to the more cyclical nature of key index constituents and the sustainability
of recovering growth dynamics. For both these "regions", painful price and wage
inflation are already causing numerous problems. Rigid labour markets, spiralling
energy costs, higher taxes and increasing trade barriers suggest the post-pandemic
future will be decidedly different from what prevailed before. For consumers and
businesses alike, this changing landscape brings significant challenges.
Generalisations carry significant risk so evaluating individual companies relative to
global sector dynamics arguably provides more insight than purely domestic market
comparisons. Specifically, individual portfolio holdings in the UK and Europe
generally emphasise real assets with some degree of pass-through pricing power.
Diversified energy companies with accelerating renewables exposure are preferred)
over more narrowly focused producers. Asset rich communication companies
operationally leveraged to recovering wireless traffic look better positioned than
liability heavy incumbents. Insurance providers unburdened by legacy business,
over-zealous regulators or lingering political interference remain attractive totalreturn prospects. Finally, asset light industrials exposed to recovering
manufacturing industries and growth in commodity volumes appear well placed to
benefit from ongoing global recoveries. Finding the combination of appropriate
dividend yield and attractive valuation in these types of businesses remains a key
investment priority.
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The polarisation between vaccination progress in the Developed World and
vaccination roll out across the Developing World could crudely be interpreted as
responsible for relative regional equity market returns as previously discussed. This
gross simplification only gives part of the reasoning. Sentiment towards Asia, Latin
America and other Emerging Markets proved almost universally negative
throughout as constant lock-downs, business interruptions and locally emerging
new variants kept investors wary. The pandemic undoubtedly played its part in
paralysing international risk appetite. Yet, encouragingly for many countries, an
arguably more cautious approach to limiting social mobility and ensuring infection
rates were kept to a minimum, protecting domestic interests with the long term in
mind. Industrial powerhouses such as Taiwan and Korea hardly missed a beat,
whilst Singapore remained focused on maintaining financial stability throughout.
China's "common prosperity" crusade caused eruptions across many domestic
sectors, causing foreign capital to flee and international scrutiny to intensify but, for
the most part, emotive rhetoric was aimed more at purging excesses and resetting
boundaries than destroying the nation's increasingly capitalist dependency. From a
portfolio perspective, Asian industrials, telecommunications and banking exposure
generally performed well, and total returns from the region contributed positively to
both income and capital. The same was the case for Latin America. The blend of
both growth and cyclical value at attractive valuations remains most pronounced in
these regions. With enormous pent-up demand still to be unleashed as social
constraints are eased, the scope for operational leverage on profits, and
consequentially dividends, augers well for companies exposed to these trends this
year and beyond.
Outlook
Despite consensus claims to the contrary, assessing investment prospects arguably
remains rooted more in definitive and discernible assets rather than instinctive or
idiosyncratic ideas. Add inflation to the equation and what's tangible today invariably
takes precedence over tomorrow's potential promises. In essence, inflationary
dynamics distort accurate future valuation assumptions, eroding predictability of
interest rates, currencies, returns on capital and growth. Against such a backdrop,
foresight favours simplicity. Looking backwards, there can be no argument that the
unforeseen circumstances brought about by the global pandemic favoured
Technology companies which thrived under social and economic isolation.
Enormous behavioural changes driven by electronic services are testimony to that.
Whilst none of these trends is likely to reverse, looking forward the global economy
looks destined to be confronted by more familiar influences, namely interest rates,
inflation and infections.
Of the three, the lingering pandemic is arguably the hardest to integrate. It
potentially constrains the outlook for economic growth whilst simultaneously
carrying the capacity to disrupt business further. Such a scenario merely
exaggerates inflationary pressures. In essence, a double negative with no positive
connotations. In terms of interest rates, the landscape looks more defined. With
most G7 central banks late to acknowledge inflationary threats, the removal of
extremely accommodative monetary stimulus is a matter of when, not if. Thereupon,
the availability of money rapidly mutates from plenty to paucity for those nations
most affected. Herein lies the potential for the greatest margin of error. With inflation
already breaching 40-year highs in numerous economies, fears are escalating that
policy makers are already too late to act effectively. The destructive dynamic of
central banks aggressively tightening into economies already decelerating naturally
is a tragically familiar feature of economic history. Simultaneously, shrinking
government balance sheets, raising interest rates and taming inflation, all without
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affecting growth, is most definitely not a precise science. Any tightening cycle is
fraught with angst and apprehension, and this time will be no different.
Most ominously, rising global protectionism, regulation and redistribution of wealth
to labour from capital represent new challenges for financial markets. The powerful
deflationary forces of globalisation and technology disruption, which defined
improved productivity and contained inflation for previous decades, are increasingly
under threat, potentially heralding in a period of greater inefficiencies and price
rises. Sparse economic growth against a backdrop of liberal monetarism, so
prevalent in the current century to date and inspiration for the "pay any price for
growth" mentality that dominated the mantra of the 2010-2020 investment
generation may be about to broaden out considerably. An inflationary environment
represents a paradigm shift from what has recently prevailed, prompting the
allocation of capital, savings and investment to be influenced by dramatically
different factors. Against such a backdrop, great care continues to be exercised,
with investment emphasis on diversification, quality and real tangible assets.

...........
Helge Skibeli, Rajesh Tanna and Tim Woodhouse, managers of JPMorgan
Global Growth & Income - 3 March
An exciting new future
2021 was another remarkable period for equity markets. Despite mounting concerns
about inflation, and the emergence of the highly contagious Omicron variant of
COVID-19 late in the year, equity markets made strong gains, reaching fresh, alltime highs. The MSCI AC World index rose almost 20% over the year.
Markets drew support from the improving economic outlook. The pandemic, while
clearly not over, has evolved. Vaccine penetration has helped reduce the impact of
new variants, and we are hopeful that the world is transitioning to a less deadly
phase of the virus, that will allow economic activity, and life in general, to return to
something resembling normality.
We are now firmly in the 'mid-cycle' phase of the economic recovery, which tends
to support stock markets, and we expect further market gains over the coming year
as the cycle progresses. This part of the cycle typically provides an opportunity for
skilled stock pickers to prove their worth, and we feel we are well-placed to meet
this challenge. Our fantastic team of analysts will assist us to take advantage of this
environment and support our global search for great businesses generating superior
returns and outperformance over the long term.

...........

UK
(compare UK funds here, here, here and here)
Georgina Brittain and Katen Patel, managers of JPMorgan UK Smaller
Companies - 25 March
Stockmarkets continued to perform strongly until the end of the calendar year, but
January saw significant market declines, with our index down over 6% in the month.
The cause of these sharp declines was twofold. Inflation started to increase
significantly, caused by the re-opening of the global economy and the ensuing
supply side shortages ranging from semi-conductor chips to energy to labour. While
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initially deemed transitory, it brought to the fore the inevitable rise in interest rates
in the USA and the UK from their abnormally low levels. In December, the UK was
first to increase interest rates (by 15bp) from the 0.1% set at the start of the
pandemic, followed by a further 25bp rise in February. Markets reacted swiftly to
this change in outlook, dramatically selling off growth stocks. In addition, concerns
over the rising cost of living brought about by inflationary pressures led to a fairly
indiscriminate sell off in consumer facing stocks in the UK.
At the end of 2021 we were feeling confident in the outlook. The Covid pandemic
appeared to be nearing its end, and normal life was close to resuming. The
Company was performing very strongly, and we held a portfolio of high quality high
performing companies, in which we had (and continue to have) strong conviction,
despite the known headwinds of inflation, rising interest rates and to a much lesser
extent, Covid.
Stockmarkets declined significantly in January of this year. Then, as we all know,
the situation between Russia and Ukraine took a dramatic turn, culminating in the
invasion of a sovereign country neighbouring Europe. Our hearts go out to the
citizens of Ukraine, but our minds must focus on the economic impact here in the
UK and how our investments will be impacted. We none of us can know the
endgame of Russia's invasion. So it is likely stockmarkets will remain highly volatile
in the near term driven by macro factors, but we continue to focus on company
fundamentals which drive stock markets over the longer-term.
There are some economic positives. The important Purchasing Managers' Indices
for February points to strong growth at 59.9 (where anything above 50 is
expansionary). The UK economy is forecast by the IMF and OECD to grow 4.7% in
2022, as it continues to recover from the historic decline in 2020, and normal life
resumes. Unemployment is lower than expected, job vacancies stand at over one
million, and overall for the UK consumer household deposits (savings as a
proportion of disposable income) remain extremely high. The JP Morgan estimate
of excess household savings from the pandemic over the last two years is over 10%
of GDP.
The small cap arena is undoubtedly attractively valued. The long term profitable and
cash-generative winners in which we seek to invest are largely weathering the
inflationary and supply chain issues and continue to produce strong results.

...........
Richard Hills, chair of Strategic Equity Capital - 25 March
Has Covid been beaten and what will be the outcome of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine? At present these two questions dominate the debate on how stock markets
will move in the coming months. The impact of Covid certainly appears to be waning
and if we escape another new variant then the world should return to some form of
normality over the course of this year. However, it is still uncertain whether inflation,
which has become a by-product of Covid, is here to stay or a passing problem. If it
starts to trend downwards again then all well and good, but otherwise higher interest
rates will be required to tame it and this could induce a global recession and weak
stock markets.
Meanwhile the extent of Russia’s military action in the Ukraine will pose varying
degrees of diplomatic problems. If the West brings in even tougher sanctions in
retaliation, then Russia could cut off gas supplies to Europe for a while at least,
further fuelling inflation.
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On the positive side we do seem to be witnessing a strong global economic rebound
from the pandemic. In the short term, uncertainty induced by Russia may well
determine how stock markets behave, thereafter it will be contingent on whether
inflation and interest rates continue to rise.
Judicious stock picking will be the key to success as companies that are not
expensive and which can maintain margins even in inflationary periods should be
able to produce reasonable returns to shareholders in whatever scenario plays out.

...........
Ian Lance and Nick Purves, managers of Temple Bar - 24 March
Equity markets delivered strong returns in 2021, driven higher by a sharp rebound
in economic growth, a corresponding recovery in corporate profitability, and large
quantities of both fiscal and monetary stimulus. Whilst the reflation narrative was
challenged by the emergence of both the Delta and Omicron COVID-19 variants,
investors came firmly to the view that the worst of the adverse economic effects of
COVID-19 were behind us. The recovery was sufficiently vigorous that corporate
earnings made up the ground lost in 2020 with the result that those earnings
returned to record levels. Unsurprisingly perhaps, commodity prices were also
strong in 2021, with Brent Oil rising around 50% and copper around 30%.
As we write, the economic outlook is particularly unclear. Following Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine, commodity prices have increased very dramatically and this will
squeeze corporate profit margins whilst acting as a tax on consumers, thereby
reducing their spending power. It is possible and maybe even likely that Europe and
the US are on the verge of another recession, putting renewed short-term pressure
on corporate profits.
The stock market is a discounting mechanism and therefore some companies in the
portfolio have already seen their share prices fall as investors attempt to price in
increased risks in the short term. However, it is important to remember that a share
represents a claim on a long-term stream of cash flows and therefore, a temporary
reduction in those cash flows because of an economic downturn does very little to
alter the long-run intrinsic value of a business.
In our minds, this serves to highlight the importance of investing for the long term
(five years plus) in financially strong but lowly valued companies, where profits can
grow, and any set back is likely to prove temporary.

...........
Abby Glennie, manager of abrdn Smaller Companies Income - 15 March
While there will have been lasting impacts associated with the UK pandemic,
particularly around supply chain and inflation issues, the QGM process will continue
to identify businesses that can drive up earnings in difficult macro environments.
Concerns around supply chain issues remain a key concern for some sectors, and
inflation overall, and how transitory that is, remains a question.
It has been encouraging to see that the number of new issues coming to the market
continues to grow, bringing further diversity and investment opportunities to the
small and mid-capital company arena. The start of the year can traditionally see
some reversal in market trends, so it might be expected to see different aspects
dominate markets and the first quarter reporting season will be key, with earnings
results coming through.
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2021 was characterised by a more stable environment post-Pandemic, driven by
the reopening of the global economy. However, the Pandemic created a unique
period for markets and has driven various headwinds and volatility in the global
environment, namely the supply chain challenges and inflationary pressures. This,
combined with the conflict with Russia and Ukraine creates market uncertainty for
the year ahead.

...........
William Meadon and Callum Abbot, managers of JPMorgan Claverhouse - 14
March
Equities globally were strong over the year and the UK was no exception. Investors
continued to take heart from a confluence of good news: impressive vaccine rollouts, the re-opening of economies and a continuing co-ordinated package of huge
fiscal and monetary stimulus packages.
The UK and US both made significant strides in rolling out their vaccination
programmes. Infection rates in both countries fell accordingly. Whilst Europe's roll
out initially disappointed, by the end of the year it had improved considerably.
President Biden took office at the start of the year and made kick-starting the
economy his top priority.
In the latter half of the year, England (unlike Scotland, Wales and many other
countries) resisted locking down its economy again. As the potency of the Omicron
variant faded, this proved a good decision and enabled its economy to continue its
recovery trajectory. Overall, the UK economy performed much better than expected
with real GDP growing by 7.3% over the course of the year.
However, many UK companies reported supply shortages, particularly of skilled
labour, together with some degree of disruption at the ports - due largely to
increased Brexit-related paperwork and continuing Covid-related complications.
Inflationary pressures increased during the year, with the Consumer Price Index
rising from 0.7% in January to 5.4% in December. Just before the year end, the
Bank of England responded by raising its base rate to 0.25%; its first increase for
three years.
The strength of the UK market was underpinned by a number of bids, as corporates
and Private Equity groups took advantage of the UK's relatively low valuation.
Sectors geared into the global economic recovery (banks, oil and the mining sector)
performed well. A return to dividend payments by many companies reflected the air
of new-found confidence. The total return on the FTSE All-Share index over the year
was 18.3%.
Outlook
Until very recently, we were observing some encouraging signs that many
economies, such as the UK, were learning to live with the wretched pandemic and
were at last beginning to enjoy the benefits of many Covid restrictions being lifted.
Confidence was returning and economic activity was picking up.
However, the Russia-Ukraine conflict has challenged our optimism. Such a war in
Europe is possibly the most important geo-political event in recent history and
represents a very worrying and significant development. Currently, it is not clear
how and when the conflict will end but an extended period of volatility across
financial markets now appears likely.
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As the price of oil and gas rockets, inflation (which was already becoming a concern)
is likely to rise further still - possibly considerably so. Consumer spending and
corporate profits have held up well thus far; however, rising inflation is likely to put
a squeeze on both. Such an uncertain environment will no doubt create many stock
picking opportunities since some companies will be better placed than others to deal
with these new challenges. For the moment though, we maintain a cautious stance
on both economies and markets which is reflected in our prudently-constructed
portfolio which now has a much lower level of gearing than usual.
Amidst such uncertainty, we draw comfort from the historically low rating of the UK
equity market, which looks very good value versus practically all other major equity
markets. Indeed, UK stocks have held up better than most in the recent turmoil.

...........
John Evans, chair of JPMorgan Mid Cap - 9 March
Markets around the world are currently challenged by the combination of rising short
term interest rates, elevated levels of inflation and the requirement to end
quantitative easing in many developed economies. The heightened geopolitical risk
created by Russia's invasion of Ukraine is another and significant source of
uncertainty for investors. An immediate effect of the conflict has been a further and
steep rise in commodity, and in particular gas, prices - further fuelling inflationary
pressures.
If the outcome of the above is for investors to become uncomfortable with the level
of risk in portfolios the likely result, which has been illustrated in 2022 to date, is for
them to seek to reduce exposure to assets with higher valuations. This particularly
applies to assets trading above long term valuation mean levels.
The UK Mid Cap as an asset class would appear to offer some protection from a
reduction in extended valuations as it is an area that is below peak historic
valuations and which has seen in the first half of the financial year a high level of
bid activity for its constituents as corporate investors see value.

...........
David Smith, manager of Henderson High Income - 30 March
2021 was a strong year for equity markets, with the FTSE All-Share Index rising by
18.3% on a total return basis. This was despite continued disruption from the
pandemic, as the UK started the year in its third lockdown and ended it with
significantly higher Covid-19 infections due to the Omicron variant of the virus.
However, the rapid roll out of vaccines and latterly booster jabs meant that the
harshest of government restrictions could be lifted, supporting a sharp rebound in
economic activity and strong corporate earnings growth. Equity markets were
further aided by continued loose monetary policy and fiscal stimulus from central
banks and governments.
UK GDP growth rebounded by 7.1% in 2021 as the UK economy continued to
recover from the pandemic. Increased global demand for energy and constraints in
the supply of oil and gas saw energy prices rise significantly, contributing to a surge
in inflation. Additional pressure on prices came from a tight labour market and
shortages of materials, leading to the UK's Consumer Price Index reaching 5.4% in
December, its highest level for over 30 years. In December, the Bank of England,
having earlier considered inflationary trends as "transitory", increased interest rates
from 0.1% to 0.25%, the first increase in over three years.
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Sectors that traditionally benefit in a rising inflation and interest rate environment,
such as oil & gas, mining and banks all performed strongly during the year, while
more defensive sectors, such as tobacco, telecoms and food producers
underperformed. The FTSE 100 Index (+18.4%) outperformed the FTSE 250 Index
(+16.9%) but lagged the FTSE Small Cap Index (+23.0%).
After the significant fall in market dividends in 2020 due to the pandemic, it was
pleasing to see a good recovery in market income with previously suspended
dividends in the banking sector returning and strong growth in dividends from the
mining sector. According to the Link UK Dividend Monitor, market dividends in
aggregate in the UK rose by 21.9% on an underlying basis (excluding special
dividends), recovering to 2015 levels. They remained, however, 23.0% below the
levels of 2019, before the pandemic struck.
Just as the impact of the pandemic subsides and the severity of the virus reduces,
increased volatility has returned to equity markets following Russia's invasion of
Ukraine. While both countries' economies are small in terms of their contribution to
global GDP, the ramifications of Russia's shocking actions and the sanctions
applied have already been felt in commodity markets, and could weaken the outlook
for the global economy and sentiment more generally.
Inflation is likely to remain elevated, at least in the first half of the year, caused by
surging oil, gas and wheat prices. This is likely to put further pressure on consumers
and corporate profits and slow the economic recovery from the pandemic. However,
central banks may now apply caution to the further tightening of monetary policy
while for the consumer, wages are generally rising in nominal if not real terms, debt
levels are relatively low and savings have been built up during the pandemic.
Although increased geopolitical tensions have created new uncertainties, the
starting valuation of the UK market is attractive both in absolute terms and relative
to global indices. In addition, companies generally have robust balance sheets and
strong cash flows which will help support the continued recovery in market
dividends. Increased market volatility will likely present challenges and
opportunities, but my focus will, as ever, remain on finding good quality businesses,
that are in strong financial health and can pay and grow an attractive dividend.

...........

Global emerging markets
(compare global emerging markets funds here)
Michael O’Brien, manager of Fundsmith Emerging Equities - 16 March
At the time of writing, the global pandemic is currently at the Omicron wave, which
is clearly weaker than its predecessor variants. We are encouraged as to where, on
current scientific evidence, the pandemic appears to be heading.
The one exception to this are those countries that are pursuing a zero-Covid policy,
most notably China. China continues to place whole cities under quarantine
measures following small outbreaks of the virus, causing significant economic
disruption. Hong Kong has followed similar measures across its leisure and
education sectors. Aside from the concerns about debt and capital investment at
diminishing rates of returns, the zero Covid approach is also likely to place pressure
on the PRC's economy where growth is already slowing.
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Aggressive use of central bank balance sheets over the Covid period will, at some
point have to be reversed, resulting in rising interest rates (although in China where
the state has high levels of leverage over the economy the likelihood is for further
cuts). Although this has affected the valuation of some of the growth companies we
own in the early weeks of this year, we remain confident of the businesses in which
we are invested and were we not, we would not own them. Therefore, in the short
term, the market may favour sectors such as banks and resource companies, we
are happy to let this pass us by. Just as we have always bought businesses and not
business plans in sectors such as healthcare and technology, we continue to believe
that the investments in the portfolio are well placed to benefit from the secular trends
supporting the multi-generational growth of these markets.
The businesses we own are well placed to withstand the worst impacts of rising
rates and inflationary pressures. They typically have high gross margins, do not
have energy or hydrocarbon intensive production processes and by and large have
no net debt on their balance sheets. Over the longer term, we expect these qualities,
and not the ephemeral fickleness of the market, to be the determinant of share price
performance.
Across our investment careers, we have seen multiple examples of regulation in
emerging markets that simply defies economic or market logic. Over the last two
years, this has been exacerbated by the political imperative of Communist Party of
China, which is moving increasingly back to its harder line, Marxist-derived roots.
We are of the opinion with, Xi Jinping most likely to have his term in office extended
later this year, this trend is only going to continue, whether it be Beijing's approach
to the governing of Hong Kong, dissent, criticism (both domestically and
internationally) and international relations. From an investment point of view,
although China's economy is likely to continue to open up, it will do so very much in
the interests of the party. Do not expect favourable treatment as a foreign investor.
In particular, Taiwan is an issue, which could, over coming years, increasingly play
on investors' minds. Beijing's increasing belligerence to Taiwan should not be seen
as just a territorial dispute - instead, there are many, particularly on the harder line
side of the Chinese communist party who see the seizure of Taiwan as the ultimate
end of the civil war. Taiwan and China, between them, account for around half the
emerging market index.
Political risk will continue to be a greater issue for developing markets as against
developed ones, and the majority of investments open to investors in emerging
markets do not have the geographical diversification of larger developed world
countries. The year will see elections in Brazil and the Philippines (amongst others)
and it is clear that a number of other countries have challenges.

...........
Manager of ScotGems - 11 March
It feels like owning “real” businesses could be coming back into fashion. Even
modest increases in some central bank interest rates are focusing the mind on how
to discount far-off predictions back to their value today. But fiddling with discount
rates answers a very linear question. The more important and distinctly non-linear
question is whether predictions for some of the most generously valued companies
are plausible in the first place. Overpaying for growth is a “linear sin” – the sums
change, and clients lose maybe 20% or 30% or 50%. Paying anything at all for a
concept which doesn’t come true is a “non?linear sin” – you lose nearly everything
nearly every time.
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Brasil always provides great examples of extremes. A high-profile example is
playing out right now. At its listing in December 2021, “Nubank” was the most
valuable financial company in all of Latin America. It is very “sign of the times”.
Although a Brasilian business, it is incorporated in the Caymans and listed in New
York. The founder has shares with 20x votes per share – an unusually high voting
multiple even for fintech. It probably goes without saying that Nubank is backed by
SoftBank’s deep but increasingly debt-funded pockets, and maybe also that “we
have incurred losses since our inception, and we may not achieve profitability”. So
if none of the above was a surprise in today’s enlightened times – what was? Well,
it wasn’t that “total expenses for the 2021 contingent shares awards are expected
to be approximately US$400-500m”. No, the surprise was that “None of our
subsidiaries is licensed to operate as a bank”. At time of writing in late January,
Nubank is merely the third most valuable financial business in Latin America – as it
happens, both of the firms which have overtaken it have banking licences, make
money hand over fist, and pay dividends. I can’t imagine either of them paying their
hired hands half a billion dollars.
The small companies’ end of GEM doesn’t have quite such glamourous examples
as Nubank but it is not short on conceptual valuations. The very nature of many
smaller companies is that they make only one or two products, selling only to a
handful of customers or to a single industry. The companies may be as honest as
the day is long but they are risky. We don’t avoid companies with a narrow franchise
but we do try to value them conservatively recognising that the famines between the
feasts can last some time.
Our other area of concern is Indian valuations. India has a long list of high quality
small and mid-cap companies but valuations are often excessive. The local retail
investor has (re)discovered their appetite for risk, foreign investors are perhaps
redeploying money from nearby communist regimes, and perhaps above all, money
globally remains plentiful and cheap. For our larger-cap portfolios we grudgingly
accept the full valuations for large and diversified multi-billion dollar companies –
qualitatively they are better than large-cap alternatives. In the smaller companies
world of ScotGems we see Indian over-valuation as a bigger gamble – the smaller
companies are typically less proven and narrower in franchise yet with no
corresponding valuation discount. More importantly and more optimistically, we
think we have found more attractive long term ideas elsewhere.
India is to many the “last great untapped opportunity”. As a result, every man and
his dog (and the dog’s private equity fund) are busy buying shares in existing
companies or providing capital to competitors. This famously happened in India a
decade ago in the telecoms market – licences were begged, borrowed or stolen and
capital was destroyed. India today may be a little cleaner than it was then, and the
sectors attracting capital are less licence dependent (anything medical, anything
online/tech related, all things consumer). Nonetheless, the potential to lose money
is probably quite high. We have been fortunate in 2021 to make good money in India
but we have also trimmed nearly all our Indian holdings.

...........
Austin Forey and John Citron, managers of JPMorgan Emerging Markets - 2
March
It did not seem possible, when the pandemic began two years ago, that we would
still be living through it today, even if it does now feel as though we may be moving
into the later stages. We start with this observation because so much of what has
happened in investment markets during that period, including in the last six months,
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has been shaped by what we all hope is a once-in-a-lifetime event. From the first
sharp falls in markets, to economic shutdowns and the huge monetary stimulus that
ensued, there came a chase for growth at more or less any price, and a general
inflation in market valuations; but there also came a shrinkage of capacity in many
industries, which then led straight to inflation as demand recovered; and that, in
turn, is now starting to lead to higher interest rates, and no doubt eventually to the
next economic slowdown. Put like this, how ordinary it all sounds: from the
extraordinary challenges that the pandemic brought to people's lives has come an
economic cycle which has passed from downturn to recovery to inflation to monetary
tightening, just as most economic cycles do.
Some parts of that cycle are more naturally suited to our investment approach than
others; but a phase in which a rapid cyclical recovery slides into inflation and
monetary tightening is not one of them.
Equity markets are always trying to discount the future, and emerging markets
mostly did a good job of that in the last two years: in 2020, markets rose even as
profits fell, only for 2021 to see profits rise and valuations decline. During this latest
half year, the returns from markets were modestly negative, and if you asked most
market observers what had really caused that, they would probably give an answer
that referred to geopolitics. But in fact the biggest factor in the last six months was
the Chinese equity market, which declined by over 20%, and alone accounted for
almost the entirety of the 7.5% decline in the broader Emerging Markets index. The
rest of the index outside China was more or less flat through this last half year. Was
this decline in China caused by US-China tensions? Much less than by China's own
policies: the government there has been trying to reduce excesses in the property
market, and tighten regulations in several important sectors, including e-commerce,
while at the same time pursuing a zero-Covid strategy. It's perhaps not surprising
that this has been a challenging environment for many companies, and given the
significance of the property market in the overall economy, the slowdown there has
also had knock-on effects in a range of other sectors. Now, China finds itself out of
step with many other economies, looking for ways to ease policy and stimulate
growth, just as the West, and some emerging countries, are raising interest rates
and trying to slow inflation.
In the middle of all the noise, what is there for us to do? And how do we think about
the future? In terms of our basic approach, we continue as before. The headlines
recently may all have been about politics and macro-economics, but we as portfolio
managers continue to focus on companies first and foremost. We get plenty of
questions about geo-politics, but we think we have more chance of successfully
making decisions about the future by thinking about the economics, duration and
governance of companies, and how they may translate into returns for shareholders
in the medium to long term; and that is where we direct our efforts. This also explains
why the portfolio has changed relatively little even in a period of market volatility:
put simply, the long term prospects of companies usually change relatively slowly;
and so, therefore, does your portfolio. That is not to say that we ignore
macroeconomic issues, but we are seeking to make long term investments in
businesses that will grow their intrinsic value not because of what the wider
economy is doing, but because of what the company can achieve over a time period
which may well embrace more than one economic cycle.
If our approach to investment remains constant, the opportunity before us changes
all the time. Not only do new listings continue apace in emerging markets, but the
corporate world faces continued disruption; and of course share prices rise and fall.
We keep in our viewfinder a core universe of businesses which we like because we
think there is a good probability that they can compound their intrinsic value at a
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good rate for a long time. We spend a lot of our time thinking about which companies
we should add to that core selection, and which we should discard. But then there
is a second decision about valuations: sometimes a great business can be very
expensively priced in the stock market, and our most significant transactions during
the last six months were to take money out of two investments, Globant and EPAM
Systems, where share price returns has been driven not just by strong profit growth,
but also by considerable increases in valuations. The businesses themselves
remain in good shape, but share price returns, at least for a while, had been drawn
forward into the present by that increase in the valuations the market was assigning.
On the other side, we are becoming gradually more interested in several Chinese
companies as their valuations continue to deflate.
Meanwhile, within our everyday investment activity, greater focus on sustainability
and the need to reduce carbon emissions is producing opportunities in a number of
ways. We recently invested in a company which is a global leader in the production
of batteries for electric vehicles: demand for its products seems likely to rise strongly
in the next decade. And there are second-order effects of carbon transition too:
software service companies have commented on the potential business opportunity
that carbon reporting may bring: as firms begin to integrate carbon reporting into
their financial and operating systems, a lot of software code is going to be needed.
So, although the challenges facing the commercial sector are going to be
considerable, there will as always, be opportunities somewhere. It's important,
especially in times of uncertainty and market stress, to remember that in the long
run, good businesses are always likely to create value for their shareholders.

...........

Asia Pacific
(compare Asia Pacific funds here, here and here)
Managers of Pacific Horizon - 4 March
What defines us is growth. We believe Asia ex Japan will be one of the fastest
growing regions over the coming decades and we strive to be invested in its fastest
growing companies. It is growth multiplied by growth or, as we like to call it,
'Growth²'.
Although we would caution on focusing too much on shorter time horizons, this
reporting period (31 July 2021 to 31 January 2022) was noticeable for the dramatic
shift in investor sentiment, catalysed in part by renewed inflation fears and the
Federal Reserve indicating a more aggressive rate tightening cycle.
Such actions led to a sharp global correction in so-called growth assets, as investors
rotated dramatically into 'value'. The result was previously unloved sectors, such as
energy, being the best performing over the period (+24.3% in absolute terms),
followed by Utilities (+12.5%) and Financials (+8.9%). Conversely 'growth' sectors
faced substantial headwinds with Healthcare, Communication Services and
Information Technology the worst performers (falling -28.7%, -23.1% and -12.8% in
absolute terms respectively).
We remain optimistic. Operationally the performance of many of our higher growth
technology holdings is extremely strong, and recent share price weakness in many
companies is likely an investment opportunity for long term investors. The portfolio
also remains well diversified, having moved significantly into more cyclical growth
areas over the past couple of years; mining, for instance, is the Company's largest
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overweight position (predominantly focused on copper and nickel which are crucial
materials for the green revolution).
Finally, our enthusiasm for the region remains strong. The rise of the Asian middle
class, accelerated by technology and innovation, continues to be one of the most
powerful investment opportunities of the coming decade. As active managers, with
long-term time horizons, we are enthused by the number of exciting growth
companies we can buy that should benefit from these economic, social and
technological changes across the region.

...........
Ian Cadby, chair of abrdn Asian Income - 28 March
2021 was an eventful year for stock markets. Guarded optimism prevailed for most
of the first half amid vaccine rollouts and a brightening economic outlook. The latter
half of the year saw a reversal of sentiment as the rapid spread of more
transmissible coronavirus strains, inflation concerns and the prospect of monetary
tightening by major central banks put markets on tenterhooks. The spectre of higher
interest rates, in turn, drove a powerful rotation from high-growth companies to value
stocks.
Asian currencies have added yet another layer of volatility, largely underperforming
our base currency, sterling, over the year as investors priced in growth risks from a
hawkish Federal Reserve, monetary policy normalisation, inflationary headwinds
and Omicron. A notable exception was the Chinese renminbi which strengthened
as domestic monetary policy turned more benign in contrast to the developed
economies.
In this environment, market performance across Asia was uneven. Taiwan and India
emerged as the frontrunners, while China was the standout laggard. China's
problems are largely home-grown. Regulatory upheaval was and remains, a major
source of market stress. Liquidity problems continue to plague heavily indebted
property developers, while economic activity is still disrupted by clusters of Covid19 cases and Beijing's zero tolerance stance. The travails of the past year have
clearly reinforced the need for deep fundamental company research when investing
in China.
Outlook
At the time of writing Russian troops have invaded Ukraine, resulting in a tragic loss
of life and war's concomitant effects of volatility on global stock, bond and
commodity markets. The enormity of this situation together with its recency make it
impossible to immediately foresee how this might impact investor returns, beyond
the obvious supply chain disruption and its impact on inflation.
Alongside the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, there are other important challenges for
2022. Asia appears behind Europe in exiting the grip of the Covid pandemic, with
the associated disruptions it has caused. Additionally, even prior to the Ukraine
conflict, investor focus was drawn to the increasing risk of higher inflation globally,
together with the interest rate hikes associated with that.
However, against this complicated back-drop, there is cause for some optimism.
Inflation remains moderate in most of Asia compared to the rest of the world, so
there is less risk of disruptive policy moves from regional central banks. Moreover,
most governments have decided to live with Covid, which should support a gradual
normalisation of economic activity. In addition, strong capex recovery helped by
infrastructure spending in countries like India, also bodes well for the region. China
continues to cause investor concerns with fears that important commercial centres
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are being affected by Covid-19 lockdowns. However, looking at the broader context,
these measures are a continuation of rolling regional lockdown policies with
domestic authorities having displayed a track record of balancing mobility
restrictions whilst maintaining economic activity. The good news is that Beijing can
pull the necessary policy levers to sustain growth thanks to subdued inflation, as
well as the fact that borrowing costs have already been cut. Also China's policy
easing - at a time of Fed tightening - could provide some support for its neighbours
in Asia. Your Investment Manager's measured view is that Beijing wants to strike a
balance between regulatory control and encouraging innovation, and a heavyhanded clampdown on all private new economy sectors is unlikely.
All in all, your Board remains cautiously optimistic. Importantly, companies with solid
financials and pricing power will have a competitive advantage in the year ahead.
Their strong balance sheets translate into more flexibility to invest in growth and
less reliance on borrowing in a rising rate environment. Moreover, they can protect
their profit margins by passing on cost increases and continue to generate positive
cash flows, which is supportive of their ability to pay dividends to shareholders.
Longer term, Asia remains a good place for dividend-seeking investors. Business
prospects are promising thanks to favourable structural trends, such as growing
wealth, rising urbanisation and technological advances. Also working in Asia's
favour is the abundance of solid companies with clear earnings' drivers, robust
balance sheets and healthy cash levels.

...........

Europe
(compare European funds here and here)
Jamie Ross, manager of Henderson EuroTrust - 23 March
Over the six months to 31 January 2022, the MSCI Europe Growth Index has fallen
4.7% whilst the MSCI Europe Value Index has risen 6.7%, both in Sterling terms.
This huge spread in performance created a very difficult environment for our growthbiased strategy. We are firm believers that investing in high quality, high growth
businesses remains the right long-term strategy, but we are also aware that this is
not necessarily the case in any given six or twelve-month period. Tough periods for
growth companies can bring opportunities to add to high-conviction positions at
cheaper valuations and we are focused on looking for these opportunities whilst our
investment style is out of favour.

...........
Sam Cosh, manager of European Assets - 22 March
Market backdrop
Investors entered the year with confidence, the markets having rallied on the back
of the positive vaccine data announced towards the end of 2020. 2021 was therefore
supposed to see the end of COVID-19 and the recovery of the global economy.
While this was not quite the case, equities delivered good gains over the year,
though most of the returns occurred in the first half when optimism around an
uninhibited recovery was strongest. The second half was more challenging with the
emergence of new variants, firstly Delta and more recently Omicron, putting a
dampener on this optimism, albeit temporarily. In fact, most of the year was
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characterised by wild swings in sentiment. As COVID-19 variants emerged, the
market lurched towards quality, growth assets. However, this changed rapidly, with
improving data relating to hospitalisations and vaccination rates and their
effectiveness.
The second half of the year also had to contend with the spectre of rising inflation.
Corporates were faced with significant supply chain challenges. With improving
demand, this led to component shortages and rising input costs, with energy and
raw material prices accelerating higher towards the year end. Inflation data
consequently increased rapidly with, for example, the US Consumer Price Index in
November reaching its highest level for 39 years. This resulted in expectations of
more rapid monetary tightening from the Federal Reserve with bond yields
increasing, prompting market leadership to rotate towards more value and cyclical
areas of the market. These moves have accelerated into the new year which we will
discuss in more detail in the outlook section.
Rising inflation can impact interest rate expectations and this in turn can influence
currency movements. The UK for example is further along the monetary tightening
cycle than Europe, which had lagged in its vaccination rate and maintained more
social restrictions, potentially impacting the economy for longer. These factors help
explain, at least in part, why the Euro struggled against Pound Sterling.
Outlook
The year has started with extreme volatility with significant falls across most
markets. Initially this was prompted by the US Federal Reserve's response to
persistently high inflation data indicating a monetary tightening programme
beginning with an interest rate hike in March. Higher interest rates are a valuation
headwind for longer duration assets, so it is no surprise that quality, growth areas
of the market have suffered. Healthcare and technology significantly
underperformed over this period and market leadership transitioned to value areas.
The more recent period has of course been dominated by the appalling events in
Ukraine. Not surprisingly the market sell off has accelerated and European equities
have borne the brunt of this and are now heavily in negative territory. A more
defensive bias has now prevailed.
We do not know how long the war will last or what the specific long-term
ramifications will be, but we acted quickly on outset of hostilities. We reduced
gearing and reduced holdings that have operating exposure to the region or are
over exposed to rising energy costs. While we of course understand that this crisis
is very different and potentially more catastrophic and wide ranging we believe that
buying good quality assets at attractive prices is the best way to deliver good longterm returns.

...........
Ollie Beckett, Rory Stokes and Julia Scheufler, managers of The European
Smaller Companies Trust - 1 March
As we head into 2022, there are clear geopolitical tensions that pose risks for the
markets. Russian aggression towards Ukraine demonstrates a genuine challenge
to the post-Cold War world we have lived in for the last three decades. This
escalation could cause economic pain. Other permanent changes seem to have
arrived with the early stages of the end of the pandemic. There is a post global
financial crisis normalisation to occur typified by an environment with higher interest
rates. As a result, we anticipate the market will begin to consider valuations more
carefully. While we are keen to invest in companies that can grow, we will retain the
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valuation disciplines that we have always applied when deploying your capital. We
anticipate the market will recognise the positive attributes of these companies as
the global economy recovers.

...........

North America
(compare north American funds here and here)
Don San Jose, Jon Brachle and Dan Percella, managers of JPMorgan US
Smaller Companies - 18 March
Market Review
After a strong year in 2020 with incredibly resilient performance, the Russell 2000
Index ended 2021 up +14.8% in US dollar terms and +15.7% in sterling terms. Small
cap stocks rose for the first half of the year, driven by optimism around vaccine rollouts and the economic recovery; however, the highest returns were concentrated in
unprofitable and lower quality stocks driven by unprecedented retail trading activity.
The second half of the year marked a notable shift in investor risk appetite, as higher
quality stocks came back into favour, driven largely by expected Fed tapering and
associated rate hikes to combat persistent inflation.
Encouraging economic data bolstered by a steady rise in economic activity and
robust corporate earnings results buoyed the US equity markets throughout the
year. The extraordinary fiscal and monetary stimulus that helped shape the
pandemic recovery continued to provide an excellent backdrop for risk assets. The
rally was not without its challenges, as several volatility shocks tested the market's
resilience. While an unprecedented, targeted short squeeze whipsawed the US
equity market in the first quarter, a confluence of mounting inflation fears, threats
from COVID-19 variants, a widening fiscal deficit, and supply disruptions loomed
over the rest of the year. Finally, a fourth wave of the pandemic in some parts of
Europe and the new variant Omicron were identified, triggering a sell-off in
November. However, studies suggesting that the Omicron variant might be less
severe than previous variants helped lift investors' confidence, and the markets
ended on strength for the third consecutive year. Although investors seemed to have
looked beyond the uncertainty, tightened lockdowns and restrictions in some parts
of Asia and Europe, along with rising COVID-19 cases globally, remain as potential
areas of concern that could further disrupt global supply chains and move inflation
higher.
In terms of style and market capitalisation, value made a comeback closing the gap
with growth, while large cap stocks outperformed small cap stocks this year.
Market Outlook
As we entered 2022, US economic activity remained strong, the US consumer in
aggregate was in good health, with plenty of spending power, and there seemed to
be little evidence to suggest that the economic recovery would be derailed.
However, we recognise that we are confronting some challenges. The human toll of
any conflict is devastating and events unfolding in Ukraine are deeply upsetting. The
Russian invasion of Ukraine resulted in international sanctions on the country and
the potential that the markets could face elevated volatility ahead. Oil prices
continued to rise due to geopolitical tensions and supply side issues.
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In the US, the economic cycle is maturing and the Federal Reserve is about to
embark on a more restrictive course, which always presents a headwind for the
market, especially highly valued growth stocks. Inflation and other uncertainties,
such as the tightening liquidity, fading fiscal and monetary stimulus, more difficult
growth comparisons, mid-term elections and sensitivity to the imposed economic
sanctions, is likely to be integral to investor sentiment moving forward. Overall, we
remain constructive on small cap stocks given the favourable outlook for earnings
growth and valuation, especially relative to large cap stocks.
With the most vigorous part of this recovery now behind us, we are likely to maintain
a fairly low risk posture, with a particular focus on valuations.

...........

Japan
(compare Japan funds here and here)
Managers of Baillie Gifford Shin Nippon - 16 March
The past twelve months have been tough for high growth investors globally.
Following a strong year in 2020, high growth stocks have seen a reversal in their
share prices. Japanese small caps have been hit particularly hard as a number of
external factors have soured investor sentiment. While we may be past the worst in
terms of the human cost of the pandemic, supply chain disruptions and travel
restrictions continue to weigh on Japanese small caps and these will take time to
resolve. More positively, it appears to us that the pandemic is in its final throes and
this is encouraging governments to loosen some of their current restrictions.
However, the dreadful situation in Ukraine has resulted in more extreme volatility in
global markets and it is likely that this will further impair high growth stocks at least
in the medium term.
There was moderate weakness in markets during the first six months of the year.
However, the subsequent six months experienced an accelerated sell-off in small
cap growth stocks. Although it is difficult to identify a single reason for this, we
believe it is driven by a combination of external factors. There has been a noticeable
shift in investor preference from the so-called 'pandemic winners' to traditional
cyclical companies seen as beneficiaries of a return to normality. For instance, one
of the best performing sectors over the past year has been shipping and
transportation. The share price performance of most shipping companies over the
past year has been exceptionally strong, and they constitute the bulk of the top ten
performing stocks within the comparative index. Concerns around the RussiaUkraine situation have contributed to a sharp rise in energy prices. This has resulted
in significant share price gains amidst record profits at some oil and gas companies.
More recently, the spectre of high inflation and rising interest rates has added to the
list of market concerns. While these external factors require due consideration, to
our mind, they have little bearing on the long-term growth prospects of high growth
Japanese small caps.
Outlook
As an investor, it can be unnerving to witness such a sharp drawdown in a short
period of time. However, especially in these market conditions, we believe it is
important to remain focussed on maintaining consistency in terms of our stated
investment philosophy and process that has served shareholders well over longer
periods of time. By ignoring market noise and focusing on company fundamentals,
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we give ourselves the best chance of picking exceptional growth companies that
can deliver attractive long-term returns for shareholders. The pandemic has caused
wide-spread disruption to businesses and societies globally, but it is also serving to
accelerate much needed and long overdue change in the way businesses operate.
In Japan, a country steeped in tradition, we continue to see significant changes to
working practices and consumer behaviour and preferences. All these changes are
leading to new growth opportunities for Japanese small caps. The current weakness
in stock markets has meant that valuations of high growth small caps in Japan are
now at very attractive levels given their strong growth prospects and excellent
operational progress.

...........

India
(compare India funds here)
Gaurav Narain and Tridib Pathak, managers of India Capital Growth - 21
March
2020 was a good year for investors in India, but 2021 was better still. Since the
pandemic caused human suffering and economic uncertainty in India at a level
unmatched elsewhere, the extent of the rally has been surprising but welcome.
Because India fared poorly in both 2018 and 2019, a combination of poor sentiment,
oversold markets, and global central bank infused liquidity was enough to cause
equities to surprise on the upside. A more encouraging explanation is that investors
are coming round to the view that India's macro economy is demonstrating more
resilience in the face of global market volatility, and this is feeding into corporate
and consumer confidence. The recent performance has favoured midcap
companies which would imply that, although easy liquidity has supported the market
generally, investors in India are anticipating the long-awaited economic recovery.
Modi's economic restructuring plan has been ongoing since the 2015
demonetisation experience. It has been extensive and disruptive for both growth
and profitability as the transformation from a patronage-based system to a rulesbased equivalent beds in. Owing to uncertainty surrounding this change, corporate
India had been reluctant to invest, choosing instead to reduce debt and cut costs.
Implementation of reforms such as Goods & Services Tax and Insolvency &
Bankruptcy Act was poor, bureaucrats overwhelmed by the size of the challenge
and the vested interests of crony capitalists, whilst chief executives were reluctant
to expand operations over fears of what was coming next. Banks added little to
support economic activity given the extensive clean-up of asset quality and tighter
regulations that was forced upon them. In addition, inflation targeting policies
(between 2%-6%) led to an extended period of high real rates which also blunted
growth. Capping farming subsidies dented rural consumption but supported the
journey to lower inflation.
Although there has been a cost to short-term growth, Modi's restructuring agenda
has been successful.
Inflation has fallen to within the target range, bond yields have come down, whilst
currency reserves have risen to over US$650bn, the fifth highest globally. India's
current account deficit has been brought under control, and exports have started to
grow as the country takes better advantage of its competitive positioning. Indian
families are switching savings away from real assets (gold and real estate) and into
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financial products including equities, providing much needed support for the market,
as foreign investors concentrated their firepower on China.
A further upshot of these measures was that the economy showed unexpected
resilience throughout the pandemic. Earlier reluctance to expand ensured
companies coped well, whilst the banking system reported minimal additional
stress, since the clean-up was largely behind. Consumption held up on the back of
strong agricultural prices supporting rural incomes and the onset of online shopping,
comfortably exceeding expectations. This resilience gave the government the
confidence to switch its core policies from reform to growth, supporting the private
sector to step up investment spending. Fiscal shackles were eased in early 2021,
with incremental firepower being directed to productive spending on infrastructure,
roads, railways, and ports. Incentives schemes were announced to support
domestic manufacturing and attract multi nationals to build capacity in favour of
China as global supply chain diversification took prominence. After years of
stagnation resulting from excess supply and tighter regulation, residential property
prices climbed as the affordability levels reached new highs. This bodes well for
future growth prospects.
Against this supportive backdrop, two catalysts drove the market higher. Domestic
equity investors' vast demand for new listing opportunities generated both headlines
and flow. On the back of "digital mainstreaming", fast tracked by the pandemic, the
market absorbed a huge number of IPOs, sector wide, but digital specific. Fresh
capital was raised as private equity shareholders and business entrepreneurs took
advantage of market optimism to list both primary, but mainly secondary stock. This
is a big event, for it brings India to the attention of a larger investor base, improving
liquidity, re-balancing indices and providing listed investors with access to the digital
and tech companies, in the way that China and US markets have done for years. It
also brings renewed interest from foreign investors.
Most important however is the fact that corporate profit forecasts are being raised
after many years, supporting market valuations and, potentially, adding additional
further upward momentum. For some time, equity analysts have been over
optimistic when forecasting earnings and profitability. Usually on the back of higher
growth expectations that have failed to materialise. Now it seems this optimism may
be warranted on the back of a solid platform of reform, a cleaner banking system,
and stronger than expected profit growth. If this is the story of a new cycle for India,
it should be an exciting time for investors.
Outlook
As I write this, the Russian invasion of Ukraine poses a risk to the continuation of
India's economic recovery. While India's direct trade exposure to Russia is less than
1% of exports and 2% of imports, India remains vulnerable to rising energy prices.
India imports over 80% of its oil. If current oil prices of US$120 a barrel are
sustained, India's oil import bill in a year could rise by almost US$60bn from
US$130bn estimate for the financial year ended March 2022. Prices of other key
imports like coal, fertilizers, sunflower oil etc. have also seen a rise and could add
a further US$35bn to the import bill. This implies that the current account deficit
could increase to 2.7-3% of GDP and India's balance of payments could turn from
positive to negative. Hence the biggest risk is on the currency. We draw comfort
from the fact that unlike 2011-12, which was the last time oil was above US$100 a
barrel, the economy now is far more resilient. India has amassed record foreign
exchange reserves of over US$630bn, inflation is at 5.5% (vs 10% in 2011-12), the
current account deficit is 1.5% (vs 4.5% in 2011-12) and the information technology
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services sector alone has reached scale with annual exports of over US$180bn,
well above India's oil imports.
The above crisis however comes at a time when commodity prices were already at
historical highs and many companies had resorted to raising their prices to protect
margins. We believe companies would find it difficult to pass on further increases
without impacting demand. This is relevant not just for India but globally as well.
While it is still too early to factor in the impact on demand or margins, the longer the
Ukraine crisis lasts, the greater the risk to earnings downgrades. The recent market
correction does however factor in some potential cuts to earnings. We are less
concerned about stress on the balance sheets of corporate India as most
companies have been deleveraging over recent years. Even the banking system is
well capitalized with banks sitting on surplus liquidity.
To end on a positive note, assembly elections in five states were just completed and
the Modi Government emerged victorious in four of the five states. This included
Uttar Pradesh, India's largest state with a population of over 200m people. This is a
positive as it reaffirms Prime Minister Modi's popularity, ensures continuity in
government policies and provides greater macroeconomic stability. It also puts the
Modi government on a strong footing ahead of the general elections in 2024.

...........
Managers of Ashoka India Equity - 4 March
The 2014 "Make in India" initiative is a major national programme designed to
"facilitate investment, foster innovation, enhance skill development, protect
intellectual property and build best in class manufacturing infrastructure". There is
evidence that this initiative is, at last, gaining traction with global companies keen to
expand their manufacturing base in India, perhaps at the expense of other emerging
markets. Whilst it has taken time, a renewed commitment to this campaign can only
benefit growth opportunities in the domestic economy. The pace of this economic
recovery, coupled with a successful vaccination programme, puts India in a strong
position to be amongst the fastest growing economies over the next two years.
The highlight over the last few quarters has been the pace of economic recovery
which has surprised on the upside. Global agencies such as the IMF, World Bank
and Asian Development Bank, suggest India is likely to emerge as the fastest
growing major economy in the world between 2021-2023. With this backdrop of
favourable global growth, India is also benefiting from the supply side reforms which
have been undertaken over the last few years.
Also aiding the economic recovery is the accelerated pace of vaccination. India's
vaccination roll-out has been among the largest globally, with over 1.7 billion doses
administered by the end of January 2022. Almost 80% of the total adult population
has received two vaccine doses and in large urban centres, the adult vaccination
rate is closer to 100%. Recently, the government has allowed booster doses for
frontline workers and senior citizens, while also approving the vaccination of 15 to
18-year-olds. It is expected that the vaccination roll-out for this age-group will be
completed by mid-March 2022 which will lead to further relaxations in contact
intensive sectors.
Despite a third COVID-19 wave with daily cases reaching 300,000, industrial activity
remained relatively unaffected. High frequency indicators such as indirect tax
receipts, the movement of goods under India's Goods and Services Tax regime and
railway freight data continued to witness positive momentum. Manufacturing
Purchasing Manager's Index ('PMI') also improved in the December quarter,
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averaging 57.0 versus 54.0 in September 2021. According to IHS Markit, the PMI
readings for new orders and output expanded for all sectors, with improvement in
consumer goods being the highest.
The government continues to support the economy through supply side measures.
In fact, through the Pandemic, infrastructure spending in sectors such as roads,
railways and water & sanitation have been a focus area for the Union Government.
Public sector capex spending has been strong, with a two-year Compound Annual
Growth Rate ('CAGR') of 20% for the Financial Year 2022 to date. As a proportion
of GDP, capital expenditure is edging closer to the strong levels seen between 2003
and 2006. There is also early evidence of a rally in private sector capex in asset
heavy sectors like cement and steel, due to significantly improved operating
performance in these industries. Additionally, there is strong demand for real estate
after a decade of sluggish growth. The revival of the housing cycle is driven by the
best ever affordability and an eight-year low in unsold inventory. This has created a
positive price and demand momentum. The government also announced an $80
billion National Monetisation Pipeline ('NMP'). Through the NMP, the government is
likely to monetise operational infrastructure assets over the next three years to
secure funding for green-field capex.
In 2020 to 2021, India progressed further on achieving its Sustainable Development
Goals ("SDGs"). There is a clear top-down policy thrust with India being one of the
earliest countries to put in place clear targets. In the 2021 United Nations Climate
Change Conference, commonly known as COP-26, India pledged to achieve netzero carbon emissions by 2070. Apart from this net-zero target, India also stated
that it will fulfil 50% of its energy requirements from renewable sources by 2030,
thus reducing the carbon intensity of the economy by 45% from 2005 levels. India
had previously committed to reducing this by 33-35% from 2005 levels. Notably,
India's renewable capacity has tripled in the last eight years to approximately 101
Gigawatts ('GW'), representing 26% of total energy production (including 46 GW of
solar energy) with a cumulative investment of $90 billion in renewable energy
generation in the last six years.
The recently announced Financial Year 2023 Union Budget lays a stress on both
capacity building as well as highlighting the government's commitment to achieve
energy transition and climate change related goals. Seen as a continuation of the
Financial Year 2022 budget which was universally hailed as a pro-growth and proreforms budget, the government has sought to support the ongoing recovery
process through supply side measures. Besides a general thrust on public capex,
there is a particular emphasis on strengthening logistics, building digital ecosystems
and sustainable energy infrastructure. The budget announcements look to build on
the recent gains in the manufacturing and export driven sectors with an expanded
Production Linked Incentive ("PLI") scheme for manufacturing high-efficiency
modules and design-led manufacturing to build a strong ecosystem for 5G networks.
The Financial Year 2023 Union Budget may have been conservative in its
disinvestment target, but projections should not undermine the process for strategic
disinvestments which have been underway for last two years for many state-owned
enterprises. One of the key events of the last year was the privatisation of Air India,
India's national carrier. Air India's privatization process was initiated by the
government in 2014 and has seen many setbacks including the impact of COVID19 on the airline sector. Successful completion of this deal is a major milestone for
the privatisation roadmap outlined by the government, although there have been
slippages in some of the other government privatisation initiatives.
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The revival in export growth has been the cornerstone of the economic recovery
process. On a two-year CAGR basis, merchandise exports are up by 13% and are
on track to exceed $400 billion for 2022 after having stagnated in the $300 billion
range for the last decade. Supply chain disruptions have accelerated the 'China+1'
strategy for global companies with India emerging as a credible alternative. There
is also policy support in the form of PLI schemes for key sectors and measures to
improve the "Ease of Doing Business" which is also making a difference. In many
sectors, India is still a marginal player but even a 1-2% incremental market share
gain from China could result in high-teens growth rates going forwards.
On the services side as well, Indian IT companies are benefiting from a strong
growth environment as enterprises globally undergo an accelerated digital adoption
cycle. Software exports from India account for 12% of global IT Services and in
dollar terms has grown at a healthy clip of 10% CAGR in the last 15 years. At more
than $150 billion annually, India's IT exports have surpassed the oil import bill. This
favourable dynamic provides a cushion against any external shocks. Also, at $640
billion, India has the fourth highest level of foreign exchange reserves in the world,
a sizeable amount of firepower as global central banks look to unwind their stimulus
packages.
From a corporate earnings standpoint, the last few reporting seasons have
underscored the resilience of India's corporate universe. Favourable base effects
have been at play while commodity sectors have benefitted from sustained high
global prices. The underlying trends are reassuring. Market share consolidation in
favour of stronger, larger players has been a steady phenomenon during the
COVID-19 Pandemic, given the inability of the unorganized segment to deal with
significant supply chain disruptions. Companies continue to focus on enhancing
their distribution reach, particularly in rural areas and through e-commerce
investments. As per consensus estimates, the earnings growth for 2022 and 2023
is likely to be 32% and 17% for the benchmark Nifty universe which follows a near
stagnation over the last decade.

...........

Vietnam
(compare country specialist funds here)
Andy Ho, CIO of VinaCapital Vietnam Opportunity - 25 March
A Challenging Road to Recovery in 2021
Volatility dictated economic, stock market and asset class performance in 2021, and
was evidenced by a wide dispersion in outcomes. Policy decisions made by
governments across the world in their efforts to chart a path to economic recovery
encountered strong and persistent headwinds from the current health pandemic and
were made more challenging by rising inflation levels and the pressure on central
banks to raise interest rates.
Against this backdrop, it was encouraging to see Vietnam end the year on a positive
note, after facing both challenges and opportunities in 2021. The economy made a
promising start to 2021 with expectations of a strong economic recovery to solidify
the achievements of 2020, when Vietnam was one of the few countries in the region
able to post positive GDP growth and remain relatively unaffected domestically due
to the early efforts to close its borders as the pandemic swept across the globe.
However, as we entered the second quarter of 2021, the country had to deal with a
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rampant outbreak of the Delta-variant, resulting in intermittent lockdowns and strict
social distancing measures imposed from April through to October, while the health
authorities attempted to roll out an aggressive programme of vaccinations across
the country.
Today, Vietnam has effectively moved on from a "zero-COVID" strategy, to a more
pragmatic "living with COVID" strategy, and this appears to be widely embraced by
its citizens. As of December, over 72%[1] of the eligible population (18 years and
older), were fully vaccinated, and as of early March 2022, Vietnam has administered
more than 198 million doses, raising the vaccination coverage (fully vaccinated) to
98.7% of adults aged above 18, 94% of children of 12-17 years and 38.4% of adults
given booster shots[2]. In early February, the government approved the purchase
of Pfizer vaccinations that will be administered to 5- to 11-year-olds, which will
support the program to vaccinate adults and children across the country.
In mid-March, the Vietnamese government reopened its borders to foreign tourists
and waived the visa requirements for nationals of 13 countries, including the United
Kingdom. This is a highly encouraging sign and paves the way to a revival of
Vietnam's tourism sector. Foreign tourism accounted for about 8% of Vietnam's
GDP pre-COVID but, for obvious reasons, made essentially no contribution to the
country's economy in the past year. Our Chief Economist expects that a partial
resumption of tourism in the second half of 2022 would make a surprisingly large
contribution to Vietnam's GDP growth and could boost the rate of growth by a further
3-4% points. While prior to the pandemic foreign tourism contributed around 8% to
Vietnam's GDP, domestic tourism contributed a further 4% to GDP, and the total
contribution to GDP was even larger than 12% because of the indirect contribution
from other services and sectors that tourism attracts.
Vietnam's GDP growth for 2021 was 2.6%, short of the ambitious targets set at the
start of the year but nevertheless a positive outcome given the challenges faced
during the year. The third quarter was the most difficult period for the economy, in
which GDP contracted by 6.9% quarter-on-quarter ("q-o-q"), the first quarterly
decline since 2000.The government's tightening measures to restrict movement and
impose social distancing which started in July 2021 did not ease until early October
2021 and partly explain the contraction. Nevertheless, by the fourth quarter green
shoots of economic recovery began to emerge as the government sensibly removed
many of these restrictions, and in the fourth quarter GDP grew by 5.2% q-o-q.
The country's manufacturing sector remained surprisingly resilient in 2021, despite
the difficulties that it faced during the year; Vietnam's manufacturing output growth
increased from 5.8% year on year ("y-o-y") in 2020 to 6.4% in 2021. In the early part
of the fourth quarter many businesses faced unexpected challenges including: (a)
major supply chain disruptions from accessing materials to moving finished goods
to their final destinations; (b) labour shortages; and (c) inconsistent application of
local regulations. The recovery of manufacturing activity accelerated in October and
by the year end many of the issues were resolved as most people returned to their
jobs and businesses were able to resume hiring.
Vietnam managed to record a trade surplus of over USD4.1 billion for 2021,
reflecting an increase of 19.0% and 26.5% in exports and imports, respectively.
Exports to the US surged by 24% in 2021, swelling Vietnam's trade surplus with the
US from USD63 billion in 2020 to over USD80 billion in 2021. This surge was partly
driven by the continued re-location of manufacturing capacity from China to
Vietnam, evidenced by the fact that the USD17 billion increase in Vietnam's trade
surplus with the US for 2021 was more than offset by an increase in Vietnam's trade
deficit with China, from USD35 billion in 2020 to USD54 billion in 2021.
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A longer-term leading indicator of the bright prospects for Vietnam's manufacturing
sector is the 15% increase in planned foreign direct investments ("FDI") during 2021
(both new projects and expansion of existing projects), and nearly all of those
planned investments are either in manufacturing or electricity power generation.
That said, actual disbursed FDI fell by 1% to USD20 billion, primarily due to the
inability of executives of multinational companies to travel to Vietnam to finalise
planned investments. As the country rapidly reopens to tourism and visitors, we
expect the pace of FDI activity to accelerate.
Interest rates remained stable during 2021 with deposit rates ranging between 4.5%
and 6.5% for 6 to 12 month term deposits, in local currency. Loans can be provided
by commercial banks at rates between 4% and 6% for working capital loans and 8%
to 12% for long term collateralised loans.
Unlike in many developed markets, inflation in Vietnam remained well under control
at 1.8% for 2021 and with interest rates well above this level, the Vietnam Dong
("VND") experienced a slight appreciation. Our Chief Economist has long said that
the VND is poised to slowly appreciate against the USD thanks to more than 10
continuous years of a trade surplus and a large USD reserve, estimated to be in
excess of USD100 billion. However, the recent strength of the US Dollar, as a safe
haven currency, may affect this in the short term.
In summary, 2021 was a very good year for investors in Vietnam, and the economy
as a whole. While Vietnam experienced challenges in the third quarter, the economy
revived in the fourth quarter to grow by 5.2% which helped end the year with 2.6%
GDP growth. Moreover, Vietnam managed to turn a possible trade deficit situation
into a USD4 billion trade surplus for 2021, reflecting an increase of 19.0% and
26.5% in exports and imports, respectively.
Looking ahead, the government has set a GDP growth target of 6.0% to 6.5% for
2022 with growth coming from the manufacturing and FDI industries, coupled with
robust growth in private consumption, and GDP could receive a boost from the
resumption of international tourism.
Vietnam was the best performing stock market in the region, for the second
year running
Turning to Vietnam's stock market, the calendar year started with much expectation
and enthusiasm and had many market observers expecting the market to increase
by more than 25% after an impressive 2020 performance. In fact, the Vietnam Index
("VN Index"), increased by 39.0% in USD on a total return basis (or 35.7% in VND
simple terms), driven by corporate earnings growth, to end the year at 1,498 points.
For the second year running, Vietnam was the best performing market in the region.
Looking more broadly at frontier markets, the MSCI Frontier Markets Index
("MXFM") also surged 19.9% y-o-y; however, the MSCI Emerging Markets Index
("MXEF") declined by 2.5% y-o-y.
Vietnam's market fundamentals remain reasonable, with the market trading at an
average price-to-earnings ("P/E") ratio of 17x for 2021, and looking ahead to 2022,
the consensus estimate for P/E is between 14x to 15x, which is reasonable on a
historical basis. Furthermore, analysts are forecasting 26% average earnings per
share ("EPS") growth for 2022, which is higher than most regional peers. At a price
earnings to growth ("PEG") ratio of 0.5x, Vietnam continues to hold valuation
appeal, delivering growth at a reasonable price.
Liquidity remained strong throughout 2021, with the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange
("HOSE") reporting a five-fold increase in liquidity from approximately USD200
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million at the start of 2020, to over USD1.7 billion average daily trading value
("ADTV") for 2021.
Local investors remain the dominant force in the market, accounting for 94% of
market turnover (89% local retail investors, and 5% local institutional), while foreign
investors accounted for the remaining 6% of market turnover by December 2021.
Domestic investors opened 1.53 million new accounts during 2021, four times
higher than 2020 (at the end of 2021, Vietnam boasted 4 million stock trading
accounts). In the meantime, the market saw almost USD3 billion in net outflows
from foreign investors, a trend that continued from 2020. The fact that the market
was able to rise despite foreign investor outflows demonstrates the resilience of the
Vietnamese market.
Liquidity has been driven by an increase in margin lending and margin levels have
crept up over the past two years as domestic brokers have sought external funding
to shore up their balance sheets to continue to issue loans. By the fourth quarter of
2021 brokers reported an average 150% y-o-y increase in margin loans.
Currently, margin loans make up approximately 3.0% of total market cap (vs 1.9%
of market cap in early 2020), or 8.0% of free float (vs 5.0% of free float in early
2020). The implication is that during periods of market sell-off, as we experienced
in December 2021 and early January 2022, local retail investors have been forced
to unwind margin positions, the effect being felt most across mid-to-large cap shares
that have been used as collateral and therefore have come under selling pressure
after a strong period of performance.
Impact from Geopolitical Conflicts
In March 2022, the conflict in Ukraine has created shockwaves in international
financial markets, and has a major impact on commodity prices, but the direct
impact of these geopolitical developments on Vietnam's economy should be
modest, which helps explain why the VN Index has not experienced any major
correction despite these unprecedented events.
The most immediate risk is that surging commodity and oil prices could push up
Vietnam's headline rate of inflation.
The direct economic links between Vietnam and Russia are now minimal, despite
the strong legacy of relations between the two countries. Less than 1% of Vietnam's
exports, equivalent to USD2.3 billion, are sold to Russia, and less than 1% of
Vietnam's imports come from Russia, and less than 4% of Vietnam's tourist arrivals
pre-COVID were from Russia. Within the export basket, the major exports to Russia
are in the form of mobile phones (USD1.1 billion), electronics (USD0.4 billion), and
garments (USD0.3 billion), while the major imports from Russia include coal
(USD0.5 billion), steel (USD0.5 billion) and fertilizer (USD0.1 billion) according to
Vietnam's Customs Department.
While Vietnam produces a considerable amount of oil, natural gas and coal, the
country is not quite energy independent, and our research team estimate that
Vietnam has an energy deficit equivalent to 1% of GDP. This energy deficit, which
may widen as a result of surging oil prices, could lead to consumers diverting income
from spending on consumer goods to spending on petrol and other energy needs.
This may weigh on economic growth and prompt a review of GPD growth forecasts.
Similarly, earnings growth for some sectors that are more directly impacted by
higher commodity prices, will warrant review and potentially, revision.
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Prospects for 2022
Looking ahead to 2022, earnings are broadly expected to grow in excess of 20%,
although we believe that P/E multiples may be due for a contraction as retail daily
trading returns to steadier levels. Sectors that will most likely contribute to above
average earnings growth include:
•

•

•

Financial Services (Commercial banks): Banks make up the largest portion
of the VN Index with a weighting of over 29% across 17 listed banks with a
total market capitalisation of over USD70 billion. The banking sector is
forecasted to produce over 30% earnings growth in 2022. However, given
that the Banking sector has a market beta of 1.2 according to Bloomberg,
bank shares appear vulnerable to any overall market correction. Therefore,
while the fundamentals are sound and the earnings growth outlook is
credible for this sector, volatile markets could erode short-term returns.
Real Estate: The 49 listed real estate companies with a total market
capitalisation of almost USD60 billion make up about 23% of the VN Index.
High liquidity, a continuing low interest rate environment, and faster project
approvals are all acting as catalysts helping to drive up the sector, which
has been relatively unaffected by the pandemic. Apart from Vinhomes
(HOSE: VHM) which is the largest real estate company in Vietnam and still
growing at high-teens levels, Novaland (HOSE: NVL), Khang Dien House
(HOSE: KDH), and Nam Long Group (HOSE: NLG) are all forecasted by
the market to grow profit in excess of 30% in 2022. Given that we are still
emerging from the pandemic, the sector's market beta of 0.89 (Source:
Bloomberg) means that it is relatively insulated from any near term volatility.
Consumer Sector: Over the last 15 years we have seen the food and
beverage sector develop from one which was driven by branded products,
then by strong distribution channels, to today, driven by technology. When
we first started investing in Vietnam in 2004, it was very clear that brands
like Vinamilk and Vissan wielded the most influence in the market, and their
owners absorbed most of the economics in the value chain. Over time, the
dynamics changed and the power shifted to distributors and retailers that
offered modern retail and access to the end consumers, such as
Mobileworld, Big-C, Co-op Mart, and Mega Market. These distributors or
modern retail chains have expanded rapidly over the past 5 to 10 years and
shifted a good part of the economics to consumers, while keeping some for
themselves. Consumers have enjoyed a significant increase in
convenience and savings while distributors have used their scale to
negotiate better margins.

As the pandemic took its toll, consumers in Vietnam were forced to either stay at
home or enjoy less mobility. They quickly adapted to various technologies,
embracing online shopping and delivery, a phenomenon that has been a mainstay
in more mature markets. Consumers young to old began to purchase food,
beverages as well as other consumer goods online, using various delivery services
and paying merchants with their eWallets, digital bank or credit/debit cards.
Over the years we have clearly seen how the value proposition has moved from
manufacturers that owned the brands, to distributors and the consumer. This has
certainly shaped our views and investment strategy. We expect that the winners in
the years to come will ultimately be the consumer and the distributors, and therefore
financial institutions will have to invest in more technology and perhaps scale back
their physical footprint to remain competitive.
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The Consumer sector experienced a period of correction in 2020 to 2021, due to
lockdowns. However, the same companies which experienced a slow down over
the past two years are expected to recover as Vietnam emerges from the pandemic.
Even though Consumer Discretionary makes up a modest 3% of the VN Index
across 41 listed companies (which together make up a little under USD10 billion in
market capitalisation), this sector has much to offer in terms of earnings growth in
2022-23. While the historical market beta for this sector has been low at 0.83
(Source Bloomberg), any further pandemic-related lockdowns could impact
earnings in the short-term.
Outlook
The starting point for investing in developing markets is the top-down picture, and
in this regard Vietnam remains attractive. Most investors are familiar with Vietnam's
appeal, due to its favourable demographics, secular and structural growth
opportunities, strong FDI and export growth, resilient domestic demand and private
consumption, solid fiscal position, low foreign debt and stable political environment.
This backdrop has allowed companies to post higher profitability and faster earnings
growth, which generally leads markets higher.
We believe that this will continue - consensus estimates for 2022 earnings growth
are among the strongest in the region, yet the market P/E multiples remain at a
discount relative to its Southeast Asia peers. COVID-19 has certainly been
disruptive to the economy and its equity markets, but it has not derailed the country's
or the market's promise. While the pandemic remains a risk to Vietnam, the key risk
is currently emanating from the conflict between Russia and Ukraine leading to
volatility in markets and challenges to global economic growth forecasts.

...........
Managers of VietNam Holding - 21 March
The last six months of 2021 was a period characterised by both resilience and
divergence. At the start of 2021 GDP growth was forecast to be 7.8%, a rebound
from the first year of Covid-19, when full year GDP growth in 2020 was 2.9%, which
albeit low for Vietnam given its historical growth was still one of the only economies
in the world to grow at all that year. However, during the period under review, Covid19's Delta variant arrived with a vengeance in Vietnam, causing significant
economic and social disruption, particularly to the manufacturing and services
sectors, and squeezing full-year GDP growth down to 2.58%.
The combination of a lack of vaccines at the start of the year and reliance on
successful measures undertaken in 2020 meant the country was ill-prepared for the
more rapid spread of Delta. This led to harsher measures with the government
imposing strict lockdowns on most of the country to help contain the outbreak and
ensure the health and safety of its citizens. The pace with which the country was
able to implement its vaccination programme once supplies were secured was
nothing short of remarkable. At times more than 1.5m people a day were receiving
the jabs. By the 31 of December nearly 90% of the adult population was fully
vaccinated, and 10% had received a third booster. Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City and
Dong Nai (one of the key manufacturing centres in the south of the country)
recorded 100% double-vaccinations.
Resilience in the face of adverse conditions was demonstrated in terms of economic
performance, particularly by strong export growth of 19% year-on-year3 as Vietnam
took advantage of new trade deals. In December 2021 monthly exports and imports
were at all-time highs. Vietnam has remained a very open economy, and its overall
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trade reached more than USD 668 bn in 2021, representing more than 200% of
GDP, levels seen by only a few countries globally.
Registered Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) was higher than in 2020, surpassing
USD 30 bn. However, unsurprisingly, the effects of the ongoing pandemic caused
some delays in disbursing FDI, and at a shade under USD 20 bn this was down
1.3% year-on-year. Retail sales especially took a beating in the period, down 30%
on comparative periods during some months, but have since recovered.
Unlike in several developed countries where an expectation of potentially sustained
inflation is putting pressure on central banks to raise interest rates, Vietnamese
interest rates have remained low, and more easing is expected. In part, inflation
appears to be under greater control than in developed markets, due to lower food
process and demand, and low interest rates could be maintained going into 2022.
The National Assembly met recently to finalise a stimulus package of more than
USD 15 bn, part of which will be from fiscal policies. Interestingly, the Vietnam Dong
strengthened during the period under review, and the US has removed its charges
against Vietnam and several other Southeast Asian countries regarding potential
currency manipulation. Divergence dominated movements in Vietnam's equity
markets. As foreigners remained on the side-lines (net sellers of USD 2.7 bn during
the year), the rise of the retail investor (see below, 'Rise of the Retail Investor')
changed the profile of the market and impacted different sectors in different ways.
Volatility increased, making nimble stock selection and portfolio weighting a very
important part of alpha generation.
Overall, Vietnam's stock market was one of the best performing in the world in 2021
with domestic indices hitting record levels. The VNI rose by 37.4% and the VNAS
Index rose by +53.0%. The Fund was up +63.9% for calendar 2021, and +14.1%
for the period under review outperforming the VNAS (+10.6%) and peers1.
In terms of our broader economic outlook, we expect another divergent year in
Vietnam's stock market with one of the most important themes being on how
companies address changing stakeholders' needs. As a responsible investor, good
corporate governance has always been at the heart of our investment process, and
our research continues to focus on how changes in consumerism, urbanisation and
industrialisation shape Vietnam's future. Our keen interest in how the behaviour of
Vietnam's large millennial population influences business decisions and corporate
culture is a prime example. In fact, we have been largely engaged with how investee
company retailers are preparing for Tet and the year-ahead and omni-channel
retailer Mobile World, one of the top three performers in our portfolio, has been
applauded for its recent campaign highlighting the value of family in today's
pandemic-stricken world.
Furthermore, as the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership agreement
came into effect as of the start of 2022, Vietnam's government and business leaders
will become even more exposed to the global corporate stage with trading partners,
suppliers, and customers from abroad watching how they deal with the pandemic
and rapid transformations. Vietnam could benefit greatly from this historic free trade
agreement as many of the latest 2022 forecasts of 6.5% 1 GDP growth attest.
By the start of 2022, retail sales had bounced back, export growth hit at an all-time
high and global corporations continued to shift production from China to Vietnam.
In addition, on 1 January 2022, the government lifted international flight bans and
resumed travel to and from Cambodia, Singapore, Taiwan, Japan and the US to
those who are fully vaccinated. A gradual re-opening of international travel could
breathe some life back into Vietnam's tourism industry, a sector that accounts for
about 10% of GDP2. The pandemic brought this booming sector to its knees, and
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the country missed out on its annual 18 million or so foreign arrivals and USD 333
bn in income.
Trade levels are expected to grow further, even though one of Vietnam's key trade
partners, China, is facing domestic issues because of its 'zero-covid' policy.
Countries that share borders with China, including Myanmar and Vietnam, have
faced problems of exporting produce by land. At the end of December this caused
significant distress for farmers of fruits and vegetables, who were unable to export
their fresh produce, and rather than face the prospect of their labours rotting in
containers at the border, instead sold their produce cheaply in the domestic market.
Vietnam's emergence as a manufacturing-for-export hub gained a further shine
when Lego announced it would invest USD 1 bn to build its seventh factory in the
world in Vietnam, only its second in Asia. Importantly, given the green-growth
initiatives of the Vietnamese government, Lego is planning this as a carbon-neutral
factory - its first.

...........

Flexible investment
(compare flexible investment funds here)
The board of directors at Tetragon Financial - 7 March
Most markets reacted favourably to the economic rebound caused by the
diminishing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic as vaccines were distributed and
lockdowns generally eased. The economic rebound in the United States was
evidenced by strong corporate earnings and increased consumer demand.
Reflecting this, the S&P 500 Index generated returns of 28.7%. Within the S&P, the
energy, real estate and information technology sectors saw the largest gains. Global
markets rose alongside those in the United States, with the MSCI ACWI Gross Total
Return Local index climbing 21.4%. Although credit spreads widened during the
pandemic, they ended 2021 narrower than prepandemic levels that persisted for
most of 2019.
Entering 2022, Tetragon continues to focus on the evolving coronavirus pandemic,
but also takes note of other emerging factors affecting capital markets including
labour shortages, supply chain issues and rising inflation. In last year’s letter, we
wrote about “cheap” money and accommodative monetary policies. Entering 2022,
our attention is increasingly on inflation and its implications on central bank interest
rate policy.

...........
Francesco Goedhuis and Ron Tabbouche of RIT Capital Partners - 1 March
Amidst soaring energy prices, disruption to global supply chains, historically high
inflation, an increasing focus on interest rate rises, ongoing geopolitical tensions,
and an ever-changing global pandemic, developed market equity indices finished
the year apparently immune to any concerns. An unusual combination of US megacap technology stocks alongside previously 'out of favour' cyclicals, led developed
market gains. Emerging markets fared significantly worse, largely driven by China's
regulatory interventions.
Inflation driven pressure on central banks continued to build and in December, after
years at near zero, the Bank of England defied most expectations to raise interest
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rates to 0.25%, with analysts expecting the Federal Reserve to follow suit in 2022.
As a result, US and UK government bonds suffered their first annual losses since
2013.
In the currency markets, with the Federal Reserve and Bank of England both shifting
gears from stimulating the economy to curbing rising inflation, sterling and the dollar
saw decent gains, whereas the euro and yen saw broad declines.
Outlook
Ending 2021 with a shifting monetary policy, ebullient sentiment, and full valuations
in some areas, we expect short-term volatility, particularly in high-growth sectors.
While markets often appear relatively immune to geopolitical risks, these of course
also remain.
Whatever the underlying cause, volatility can often feel uncomfortable, but the flip
side is that if markets react indiscriminately, this can also provide opportunities.

...........
Managers of Schroder BSC Social Impact - 31 March
Since the period end, significant volatility has returned to financial markets with a
combination of inflation fears, Russia's invasion of Ukraine and subsequent
commodity price increases. This environment is creating significant cost of living
challenges for many low-income groups in the UK. Many of the Company's
investments in areas such as affordable housing and fuel poverty are directly
tackling this challenge and are seeing significant additional demand. Across our
activities we are seeing an increasing opportunity set where investment can be part
of the solution in addressing social issues.
We anticipate that stability will continue through the current turbulence and fiscal
pressures, supported by the savings government and society make with the impact
of our investments.

...........

Renewable energy infrastructure
(compare renewable energy infrastructure funds here)
Gill Nott, chair of US Solar - 24 March
The US Solar Market continued remarkable growth during 2021. In late January,
Wood Mackenzie released data showing that approximately 7.5GWDC of utilityscale solar is expected to come online in Q4 2021, bringing the total 2021 forecast
to be 20.2GWDC up 30% from 2020's 14.3GWDC of installations. Wood Mackenzie
expects challenges around commodity prices and supply chain constraints until
early 2023 and have reduced their 2022 forecast of utility scale solar installations
by 7.5GWDC (33%). Despite these headwinds, Wood Mackenzie still expects
approximately 122GWDC of solar to be installed between 2021 and 2026.
In early 2021, the Biden Administration took office in the US and is working hard to
push for more renewable energy through legislation. Although the Build Back Better
Act has not been able to get through the US Senate, there is an expectation that it
will be reshaped and that some of the key clean energy and climate initiatives will
pass in a modified form. Wood Mackenzie's forecasts expect the current ITC
extension terms will boost Solar capacity by 31% in the next five years (43.5GWDC).
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The global supply chain constraints that are impacting all industries are also putting
pressure on the pace of solar development and the ITC extension would be
expected to partially offset these impacts.
As we look at the current administration's ambitious goal of shifting toward clean
energy - 100% by 2035 - we believe that solar is set to play a critical part. The US
Department of Energy has said that in order to support initiatives around clean
energy, solar could become 40% of US electricity generation in the next 13 years.
According to the EIA, the US generated roughly 3% of electricity from clean energy
in 2020, requiring significant investment and development in the coming years if the
Biden administration is to meet its goals.
Although USF as a producer of renewable energy is well aligned with Sustainability
and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) goals and considerations, we
also recognise the need to review and report on all aspects of the way we conduct
business and to share our findings in a clear and transparent way. Since IPO, USF
has reported on Sustainability and ESG through its annual and interim reporting. In
April 2021, the parent of the Investment Manager became a signatory to the United
Nations sponsored Principles for Responsible Investing (UN PRI); reporting will
commence in 2023 based on recommendations from the UNPRI.
In February 2022, after the end of the period, USF published its first annual
Sustainability Report covering 2021 and included initiation of USF's reporting
through the Sustainable Financial Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) Annexe One. In
the ESG section of this Annual Report, we also now begin to include reporting with
guidance from the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). We
recognize that ESG and Sustainability reporting is an evolving, dynamic space and
our reporting will continue to adapt to incorporate new best practices in the coming
years. Though we will continue to include updates and disclosures as appropriate
in the annual and interim reports, the majority of reporting will be housed in the
Sustainability Report, allowing us to meet the growing needs for greater
transparency and depth in the reporting on these topics.
2022 has had a volatile start; with the abhorrent war in Ukraine, destabilising energy
supply and the world in general. Of course, we are yet to see the full repercussions
of the conflict across the globe and across industries but the trajectory seems set
for higher energy prices and stronger demand for renewables. We do not yet know
how these will affect longer term power prices but it would seem unlikely that the
recent trend of softening power prices will be maintained.

...........
Bernard Bulkin, chair of VH Global Sustainable Energy Opportunities - 21
March
The topic of climate change and the centrality of energy in our society again took
centre stage in the media and public consciousness in 2021. This was driven by
issues around energy security and cost in the UK and other countries given the rise
in natural gas prices, the pronouncements of a return to focus on energy
infrastructure spending by the incoming Biden Administration in the US, as well as
the coming together of international governments at the COP26 summit in Glasgow.
The diplomatic negotiations and resolutions proffered by governments of the
developing and developed world resulted in the publication of the Glasgow Climate
Impact (GCI), which many agreed did not go far enough in delivering a knockout
punch to achieving targets of reducing global warming to 1.5 degrees above the
average from the pre-industrial levels. In particular, the backing down on coal,
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proposing that it will remain a substantive part of the energy value chain for the short
to medium term. The GCI nevertheless, in a more prosaic way, delivered a way
forward in the overall transition.
Most significantly, COP26 demonstrated that while governments focused on the
wider debate, it was clear that the burden of providing financial support for the
transition to net zero would fall on the private capital world. The estimation of funding
required over the next three decades by the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero
(GFANZ), was put at US$100 trillion, clearly outside the reach of governments
around the globe which already face stretched balance sheets. We believe that this
is a conservative estimate and only points to the funding required for works in
renewable and decarbonisation technologies, without also factoring in investment
required in conventional energy infrastructure, which will also be required in a net
zero world, and which needs consistent investment.
There is no clearer demonstration of the need for consistent investment throughout
the energy value chain, both renewable and conventional, than two key events
during the year.
Firstly, President Joe Biden signed a US$1 trillion infrastructure bill in November
2021, a large part of which addresses climate change issues. On closer inspection,
the bill seems to not only favour renewables, but also commits a portion of its US$65
billion for clean energy to grid related investments, and a further US$21 billion to
clean up brownfield sites, and cap orphaned oil and gas wells. Taken together, it is
clear that the US views the transition in more holistic terms. Investments in the
electricity grid network acknowledges the need to make the grid more resilient and
to promote energy efficiency through co-locating power generation sources closer
to demand centres, through so-called distributed energy systems.
Secondly, the need for a truly diversified and resilient energy mix has never been
more evident for the UK, and other countries, as population and power demand
grows and governments contemplate the need to offer energy security, whilst
tackling climate change. In the context of the UK, greater reliance on renewable
energy to tackle climate change, has led to increased reliance on fossil fuel
generation (including coal) in the periods when the wind did not blow and the sun
did not shine. This intermittency issue has caused demand for natural gas to spike
and, combined with supply constraints in natural gas, has caused energy prices in
the UK to increase substantially. It has been clear to Victory Hill for some time that
the intermittency issues related to renewable power sources is the key sustainability
issue in the UK, not the need for capital for more renewables investments per se.
The UK needs to pursue a more diversified strategy for overall power supply,
including natural gas generation with carbon capture, together with medium and
longer duration energy storage solutions to supplement the growth in renewable
supply. The Government should also better manage the knock-on effects of needing
to use coal, which drives up carbon costs and therefore the cost of delivered power.
Market Outlook
The transformation in the energy market will continue to affect people across the
globe on macro and micro levels and a reversal to the old norm can now be
completely discarded. Countries' commitments to tackling climate change and
sustainability head on, technological advancements and intelligent solutions will
continue to shape the way we power our economies for years to come. At Victory
Hill, we firmly believe that we have only just started on the energy transition journey.
Sustainable energy investments will continue to be supported by favourable market
conditions.
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The 'old' energy industry is grappling with the increase in the cost of capital for
extraction of fossil fuels by significantly reducing investments despite improved
commodity prices. This paradox is creating a unique situation for a prolonged high
commodity price cycle which is consistent with an energy transition landscape.
Higher commodity prices will make their way into energy prices for end consumers,
counter-balancing the downward pressure on energy prices caused by greater
renewable energy penetration. In the meantime, governments will continue to
implement initiatives to try to mitigate energy inflation's impact on end users' lives
which will favour sustainable assets.
Commitments to tackling climate change are getting more and more robust. While
governments are fluctuating around greater levels of commitment to lower levels,
the private initiative remains relentlessly focused on developing solutions and
capturing opportunities as they become available.
In the UK, we will continue to focus on grid balancing initiatives. Through the autumn
and winter of 2021 we have seen very low wind resources resulting in the UK
network having to dispatch an unwanted amount of coal-fired power plants. This is
a major setback with so much capacity being built for renewable sources. We will
therefore continue to direct our investments in the UK towards addressing the
unreliability of solar and wind with net zero flexible power solutions using high
efficiency natural gas power plants. High efficiency means less natural gas as
feedstock for each MWh to be produced. This will be crucial at a time when natural
gas prices are expected to be high due to a combination of supply and demand
factors and geopolitical tensions.
On the US and Mexico border, the need to keep the flow to clean up Mexican fuel
will remain as strong as ever. The Mexican government will continue to push on the
agenda to support state owned enterprises which control the fuel value chain and
the power generation segment. These entities depend greatly on the ability to clean
the domestic fuel to avoid environmental disaster of burning the indigenous fuel
untreated.
In Brazil, the commitment to renewable energy penetration will continue to go from
strength to strength. While the country goes into the usual political year paralysis,
both sides of the political spectrum will continue to see favourably the great benefits
of distributed generation solar PV plants. These plants will play a crucial role in
supplying the Brazilian economy with clean and affordable energy at a time when
electricity prices will continue to cause a lot of pain on Brazilian households. Like in
all economies, inflation in Brazil will continue to be high, putting some pressure on
the currency although also contributing to the inflation-linked revenues for our
projects there.
In Australia, where power generation has a disproportionally high reliance on coal,
power prices are expected to remain very volatile. High commodity prices, including
coal, will make their way into power prices at peak hours, making the case for trading
strategies using energy storage even more compelling.
In terms of currencies, as part of our investment criteria we always embed some
cushion to absorb negative shocks on the exchange rates versus the GBP. Having
said that, we do not anticipate major movements in the currencies we are exposed
to, even under the current extreme geopolitical tensions. Of those currencies, the
BRL is the most volatile and remains at historical lows, although this has been
mostly a result of higher inflation in the last 10 years versus US and UK.

...........
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Manager of Foresight Solar - 9 March
MARKET DEVELOPMENTS
United Kingdom
In advance of COP26 the UK Government published its strategy for achieving net
zero with its "Build Back Greener" strategy, including its commitment to delivering a
fully decarbonised power system by 2035. The deployment of renewable energy
generation is expected to remain at the core of Government policy to achieve this
goal with the continuing retirement of coal and nuclear generation capacity.
It is expected that virtually all new solar deployment in the UK will be developed on
a subsidy-free basis. Whilst solar was eligible to tender in the fourth round of the
Contracts for Difference ("CfD") subsidy auction in December 2021, the total support
available to both solar and onshore wind amounted to only £10 million. The reality
is that following years of falling construction prices and ever-increasing investment
demand for renewable energy projects, solar development in the UK is no longer
reliant on Government support with over 1GW of solar deployed since the
renewable obligation mechanism was removed.
In 2021, 730MW of new solar was installed in the UK, of which around 50% was
ground-mounted utility scale1. This represents a 34% increase compared to 2020
and the third consecutive year of growth for the market. The fourth quarter saw over
150MW of ground-mounted solar assets installed, which likely reflects a catch up
from earlier in the year following a rise in the price of solar modules. Having
readjusted, the market appears primed to push ahead in 2022 with the pipeline of
UK projects now exceeding 18GW.
In parallel, the UK battery storage market has been successfully developing without
subsidies since the beginning. The Investment Manager has sight of a large pipeline
of late-stage development projects coming to the market that present attractive
investment opportunities. With significant and increasing deployment of solar and
wind projects, intermittency will rise, thereby increasing the need for storage
solutions. With significant and increasing deployment of solar and wind projects,
intermittency will rise, thereby increasing the need for storage solutions.
Australia
The Australian market is continually adapting as the energy grid transitions away
from a centralised system of large coal and gas generation, towards a mixture of
smaller scale, widely dispersed wind and solar generators supported by battery
storage.
At Federal level, the Energy Security Board ("ESB") released its final advice to State
and Federal Ministers on the "Post-2025 Market Design" in the third quarter of 2021.
Attention has focused on the proposed introduction of a capacity market to the
National Electricity Market ("NEM"), a fundamental shift in NEM's design, albeit still
at an early stage. On 1 October 2021, the five-minute settlement rule change made
by the Australian Energy Market Commission ("AEMC") in 2017 became
operational. This reform aligns operational dispatch and financial settlement to five
minutes and is expected to reward technologies that can more quickly respond to
changes in supply and demand such as battery storage assets.
At State level, the Victorian ("VIC") Government tendered for 600MW of renewable
energy capacity in 2021 through CfDs to deliver on commitments to source all the
Government's energy from renewable sources by 2025, as well as achieving
Victoria's renewable energy targets ("VRET") of 35% by 2020, and 40% by 2025. In
June 2021 the Queensland Government announced that it would invest A$2 billion
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(up from a previously announced A$0.5 billion) into renewable energy and hydrogen
jobs as part of both its COVID-19 economic recovery plan and its achievement of
the State's renewable energy target ("QRET").
In New South Wales ("NSW"), the Government continues to develop their
renewable energy zones and incentivise investment across three categories:
generation, long duration storage ("LDS") and firming projects. The tenders will
support the NSW Government's legislated objectives of 12GW of large-scale
renewables and 2GW of LDS by 2030.
Spain
In January 2021 the Spanish Government announced the result of the first "pay-asyou-bid" renewable energy auction since 2017, with a total awarded capacity of
approximately 3GW from a total participation pool of 9.7GW of projects. Solar PV
projects represented approximately 2GW of the total capacity awarded.
This was closely followed in October 2021 with the results of a second "pay-as-youbid" renewable auction in which solar PV projects totalling 866MW secured awards
with the auction settling on a weighted average price of €31.65/MWh. By
comparison, prices in the Spanish wholesale electricity market were running at
€200/MWh at the time.
Provisional data from Red Eléctrica de España ("REE") for 2021 shows that 2.1GW
of solar PV capacity was installed in the Spanish peninsular during the year, along
with 493MW of wind capacity. This represents growth of 19% for solar PV for the
year with total capacity installed reaching 13.6GW.
Spain's Integrated National Energy and Climate Plan aims to add 60GW of
additional renewable capacity across the country by 2030, of which 39GW is
expected to be solar PV. This ambitious plan would require the installation of 2.8GW
of solar PV every year for the next nine years.
POWER PRICES
United Kingdom
Wholesale power prices through 2021 have been the strongest since the inception
of the Fund, reaching record levels in the fourth quarter and remaining high
throughout the period. The N2EX day ahead auction prices averaged £117/MWh
through 2021, a 3.3 times rise on the £35/MWh average in 2020. Pricing was strong
through the entire period while the second half of the year saw the highest
increases, with the index averaging £166/MWh in H2 2021 (4 times increase versus
the £42/MWh H2 2020 average).
As reported in the Interim Report, high prices are primarily a function of the
commodity market, most notably gas which remains one of the most significant
drivers of wholesale power prices. Gas prices in Europe have remained at record
high levels, driven by multiple factors including low inventories, tightening supply in
Europe, strong demand from Asia and economic activity recovering to pre-COVID19 levels.
Lower output from domestic sources, especially wind, also contributed to higher
pricing as UK gas production through 2021 was impacted by pipeline and field
maintenance in addition to companies deferring new projects as a result of the
pandemic.
The average power price achieved across the UK portfolio during the period,
including fixed price arrangements, was £67.93/MWh, versus £37.05/MWh in 2020,
an increase of 83% year-on-year.
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As a result of the positive power price environment, the Company has identified the
opportunity to increase the percentage of annual contracted revenues by entering
new fixed price arrangements for specific portfolio assets for periods up to 2026.
The fixed price arrangements were entered into at prices above forecasts for the
respective periods. The Company continually monitors forward electricity prices and
has continued to enter new fixed price arrangements at attractive prices into 2022.
Australia
Whilst the National Electricity Market ("NEM") was relatively less impacted by a
decreased electricity demand during COVID-19 than UK and European markets,
the time-weighted average power price across the NEM saw a 20% year-on-year
increase to A$57.6/MWh (A$47.8/MWh in 2020).
A particularly strong rebound in the wholesale electricity price was observed during
the second quarter of 2021 with the average price of A$84.8/MWh representing the
highest quarterly average in almost two years. This also occurred in what is typically
a lower-priced quarter for the market. The increase was largely driven by higher
operational demand across the NEM, especially in Queensland, resulting from: 1)
increased heating requirements due to colder-than-average temperatures; 2) the
lifting of COVID-19 restrictions; and 3) power used for increased LNG production in
Queensland to meet the increased demand for LNG exports.
This rebound was followed by a drop in the third quarter of 2021 driven by a drop in
gas prices combined with lower demand due to milder weather and the reimplementation of COVID-19 restrictions. Additionally, the NEM has seen high
levels of negative prices in the second half of the year, principally during peak solar
output periods. Incidents of negative pricing have been particularly pronounced in
Queensland whilst works on the interconnector with neighbouring New South Wales
have been undertaken during the second half of 2021.
Overall, 16% of NEM trading intervals were zero or negative which is a material
uplift on the previous record of 7% in the fourth quarter of 2020.

...........
Hugh W M Little, chair of Downing Renewables and Infrastructure - 7 March
Net Zero has continued to dominate the agenda during the period, with the longawaited COP26 climate summit having taken place in Glasgow in November 2021.
The size and complexity of the challenge is enormous, requiring interventions
across all sectors. Despite significant headway on several fronts, national climate
and financing commitments still fell short of what is needed to come to grips with
the climate challenge. It remains clear that more renewable energy generation is
necessary.
Countries signalled their intention at COP26 to begin the phasing out of traditional
energy systems, and this means renewable energies must take the place of fossil
fuels. The scale-up of renewables needed will be substantial.

...........
Philip Austin, chair of Octopus Renewables Infrastructure - 29 March
Looking to 2022, there are fresh challenges for investors, with inflation rising and
interest rates being increased in response. At this time it is unclear how the conflict
could spread. What is clear is that the desire to avoid purchases of Russian oil and
gas has led governments across Europe and beyond to seek ways to accelerate the
deployment of new renewable capacity.
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Infrastructure
(compare infrastructure funds here and here)
Jack Waters, chair of Digital 9 Infrastructure - 17 March
The deeply distressing events unfolding in Ukraine have far-reaching implications
for the world, the economy and capital markets. Whilst the full impact of the conflict
is yet to be fully understood, the potential to fuel increased inflation globally is highly
probable.
We believe that the quality and growth of our portfolio companies positions D9 well
to mitigate the wider economic impact of the conflict. To be clear, D9 has no
exposure to Russia or eastern European territories. Our currency exposure is
primarily to US Dollar, Sterling and Euro, and Verne Global has a 10-year fixed
power supply contract for 100% baseload renewable electricity. We will, however,
continue to remain vigilant in maintaining a resilient portfolio, particularly when
considering future data centre acquisitions and their associated power terms.
The digital transformation of our societies has been evident over the last few
decades, but no more so than in the last two years, when the Covid-19 pandemic
dramatically accelerated the key drivers and trends already fundamental to the
growth in demand for Digital Infrastructure. I believe that, as a result of these societal
shifts, we are at the dawn of a much broader transformation.
We intend to build on our initial cornerstone investments, continuing our focus on
global investment into the critical infrastructure required to underpin this
unstoppable change. Digital inclusion and environmental impact will be at the heart
of all our investment decisions. The internet is fundamental to all our futures.

...........
James Smith of Premier Miton Global Renewables - 9 March
Market review
While the sector’s performance may have been weak, the underlying growth drivers
for clean and renewable energy remain very strong.
However, perhaps the most significant development over 2021 was the sharp
increase in energy prices, and in particular natural gas. International gas prices rose
as the global economy re-opened, combined with higher demand in Asia and
especially China. Further, European gas imports during summer were insufficient to
replenish storage to desired levels for winter. The UK imports approximately half its
natural gas needs, exposing it to movements in international prices therefore.
Not only does this increase costs for users of gas, it also leads to higher electricity
prices as in many places, and in particular Europe, gas generation is predominantly
responsible for setting the price of electricity.
This was seen clearly in the UK, where wholesale electricity prices increased by
210.0% from £67.75/MWh in December 2020 to £210.00/MWh in December 2021
(Source Bloomberg, baseload forward one month). Europe experienced similar
increases, but the US much less so as it has abundant domestic gas resources.
Power market forecasters assume that the low cost of generating electricity from
renewable sources will lead to lower electricity prices over the long-term. However,
in the short term at least, the revenues available to those renewable generators with
power market exposure have increased. Those that sell under long-term fixed price
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contracts, which is in fact the most common model for selling renewably generated
power, will not see much of a benefit.
Another positive development in the year is the increase in the price of carbon
emissions. European carbon allowances rose 144.8% from Euro 32.94/tonne at
December 2020 to Euro 80.65/tonne by December 2021. Fossil fuel generators pay
for the carbon emitted when generating electricity and electricity prices therefore
reflect higher carbon prices. Renewable generators are able to benefit from the
higher price of carbon without bearing the higher emission cost.
The costs of generating renewable energy have fallen steadily over recent years.
Unfortunately increased commodity prices, plus higher shipping and construction
costs, mean that this trend will, in all probability, prove to have stalled in 2021.
However, we expect that stronger electricity prices will enable new installations to
offset higher capital costs and maintain targeted investment returns.
Finally, renewable energy remains well placed politically. The COP26 conference,
held in November, resulted in 90% of global GDP now being covered by a
commitment to net zero carbon emissions. The associated policies to accelerate the
transition away from the use of fossil fuels, and toward increased electricity use
(either directly or indirectly through an energy carrier such as hydrogen), implies a
substantial increase in renewable electricity generation for years to come.

...........
Sarah Whitney, chair of BBGI Global Infrastructure - 31 March
The future for global infrastructure investment remains strong. Megatrends such as
urbanisation, flexible working models and the need to reduce emissions will all
contribute to continued demand for infrastructure investment. COVID-19 response
stimulus plans in many countries are putting pressure on governments to step up
the pace of infrastructure development.
Post year end, at the time of writing, we are watching the horrific events unfolding
in the Ukraine. Our thoughts are with the people of the Ukraine, and all of the people
who are affected by this war. The Company has no operational, portfolio or
geographical exposure to Russia, Ukraine, and neighbouring Central and Eastern
European regions, but we are aware of the risks and far-reaching consequences of
the conflict and are monitoring the situation.

...........

Biotech and healthcare
(compare biotech and healthcare funds here)

Roderick Wong manager of RTW Venture – 30 March
2022 Outlook. Most of the headwinds that we faced over the course of 2021 have
either resolved or are far along in the process. In fact, we are hopeful that 2022 will
transition to tailwinds, such as a return to business as usual at the FDA, multi-year
clarity on drug pricing (should some form of the Build Back Better bill pass), and a
resurgence in M&A. Regarding M&A, 2021's total deal volume of $109B is down
from $169B in 2020 and is the second lowest in the last eight years. We speculate
that the mix of more attractive valuations, growing pressure from the coming wave
of patent expirations and an explosion of Covid related cash will be a potent recipe
for deal making in 2022.
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IPO performance struggled this year under the weight of an all-time high 108
offerings. The average declined ~31% from offer date to YE 2021, after several
years of easy gains for crossover investors. Activity had already begun to slow, with
60% of the year's IPOs taking place in the first half, and the number of deals in Q4
starting to approach the run-rate that existed before the mid-2020 boom. The
number of small and relatively illiquid public companies that have had poor
aftermarket performance has resulted in the highest number of companies trading
at <2x cash in history, creating an exciting backdrop of opportunities for us. We are
hopeful this will lead to the kind of environment that favors those with strong
fundamental analytical capabilities, and who also have the capital and courage to
deploy after painful losses. These are two of our greatest strengths historically that
have enabled us to distinguish ourselves in recoveries, and we are excited to put
them to use.
We think the primary market risks that bear watching sit largely outside of healthcare
and revolve around equities and the dynamic between inflation and interest rates,
and overall market volatility due to war in Ukraine. Regardless of what happens to
equities generally, we are quite optimistic the historically large performance gap
between biotech and the broader markets will narrow.
Executing on our strategy. We are scientists and entrepreneurs who aspire to
change the lives of patients through innovation, and purposeful investing is at the
heart of everything we do. We power breakthrough therapies that transform the lives
of millions. Maximizing value realization from transformative products takes time,
and we believe it is critical to be involved and invested in such companies
throughout various stages of their development and ultimately distribution to
patients. In the instances where our research leads us to find that a company
doesn't exist, we have the capability, human power, and funding to create a
company de novo to advance an asset we believe is worth building a business
architecture around.
As a full life-cycle investor, we recognize the importance of providing growth capital
along with the support of an experienced team, if and when it is needed, at any
critical inflection point in an asset's life cycle. Scientific development rarely follows
a linear path and nor do we, which is why we are always thinking about the optimal
way to support a company. This can be achieved through providing growth capital,
creative financing solutions, capital markets expertise, or guidance through
investing our time and sharing our collective experience as directors and stewards
of tomorrow's most exciting and disruptive companies.
Taking a long-term full lifecycle approach and having a true evergreen structure
enables us to avoid pitfalls of structural constraints of venture-only or public-only
vehicles. Our focus is on becoming the best investors and company builders we can
be, delivering exceptional results to shareholders and making an impact on patients'
lives.
As we look ahead to 2022 and beyond, based on the breadth of opportunities we
have been seeing and continue to see, we expect our efforts will translate into
further capital commitments. We are particularly focused on attractive opportunities
within small and mic-cap public biotech companies given asymmetric risk / reward
profiles of strong fundamentals and decreased valuations.
Primary areas of focus remain in genetic medicines, small molecule, antibody and
next generation antibody therapies, targeted protein degradation, rare diseases,
targeted oncology, and medical technologies. We are excited by advancements we
are witnessing in neurology, ophthalmology, immunology, muscular dystrophies,
and cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases.
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We have always emphasized the important point that exciting innovation is taking
place globally. Building upon our strong reputation in the U.S., we aim to strengthen
our presence with new offices in London and Shanghai to further expand our
presence and grow roots in these two strategic geographies. We are as keen on
exploring scientific programs coming out of the UK and Europe as we are for those
discovered and developed in the U.S. labs. We intend to continue to build inroads
and have been actively cultivating deeper relationships in the UK.
We believe there is a significant demand for reliable capital providers, such as
ourselves, to continue to support scientific innovation and development of
transformative therapies for patients.

...........

Commodities & natural resources
(compare commodities & natural resources funds here)
Managers of of Golden Prospect Precious Metals - 24 March
The final six months of 2021 where undramatic for gold, holding a tight range, rarely
breaking more than $50/oz away from the $1800/oz level that it has maintained over
the period reflecting the opposing influence of rising inflation and more hawkish
central bank monetary policy response. The performance of gold mining equities
was more lacklustre as they traded lower on declining sentiment, illustrated by the
GDXJ Junior precious metal mining index which fell 21% over the period in sterling
terms.
2022 has unsurprisingly seen a very different and more supportive backdrop for
precious metals and their respective miners. Mining equity investors could be
forgiven for losing faith, looking elsewhere for a bit more excitement, or simply giving
up. As a result, gold and silver miners are trading at some of the lowest multiples vs
spot gold they ever have, showing the general apathy to the space.
That six months of low volatility really doesn’t tell the story of what would normally
be viewed as powerful forces for this precious metal. A tug of war between a number
of factors appears to have neutralised each other, with what has always been a
sentiment metal, leaving many commentators confounded.
The key one has been whether the emergence of inflation is good for precious
metals, or whether a resultant rate hiking cycle would be bad. We believe
inflationary pressures are likely to remain, whilst central banks are limited in their
ability to raise rates, given the knock on to the broader economy. This should be a
positive backdrop for precious metals, as they provide a store of value when cash
is offering negative real returns.
Inflation concerns have been supportive for precious metals, seeing inflows from
those looking for protection from inflation pressures. Inflation picked up materially
late in 2021, driven by energy and commodity costs, supply disruptions and latterly
wage inflation. The US Federal Reserve repeatedly used the term transitory, but
now along with other central banks look to be behind the curve as inflationary
pressures run away from them. Central Banks globally seemed convinced that
inflation was only driven by supply disruptions, but it is clear that this school of
economics has missed some clear signal from the commodities world.
Inflation remains pressured by a continued tight energy market. Oil is seeing no new
supply additions as a result of ESG constraints on non-OPEC producers, whilst
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OPEC is running out of excess capacity and demand is recovering as countries
reopen post lockdowns. Gas is seeing similar dynamics, whilst both are exacerbated
by the war in Ukraine and the impacts of sanctions on the purchase of commodities.
Energy-driven inflation pressures look likely to continue in the near term.
Soft commodities are increasingly becoming a driver, as the energy crisis has
reduced fertiliser production, with Russia/Ukraine further exacerbating the issue, as
Russia and Ukraine account for 25% of global wheat exports. This is likely to make
inflation pressures stickier through 2022 and in to 2023.
After 14 months of declining physical gold ETF holdings, it shifted to increasing in
January. Initially that was driven by inflation concerns, but latterly driven by the war
in the Ukraine. ETF holdings can have an outsized impact on gold flows, given the
proportionately large shift when it transitions from selling to buying or visa-versa.
Physical demand has remained strong, driven by jewellery, bar and coin purchases.
COVID lock downs had led to a drop-off in jewellery sales, but since economies are
reopening this has recovered strongly.
India is a key demand centre, where gold is often purchased for weddings as gifts,
so an increase in weddings post lock downs is supportive here. Central banks are
now left with a difficult task of trying to tame inflation without overly harming the
general economy. This makes the potential for policy error much greater, as the
market is weaned off 14 years of cheap financing. While it is clear rates are going
up, realistically how high can they go before serious pain is felt. Especially amongst
an already strained consumer given the inflationary backdrop. Arguably inflation
may run much hotter than rates can offset, leaving real rates, net of inflation,
negative. Commodities perform well in inflationary environments, but gold especially
excels in stagflationary environments, making it a good hedge against policy error
on the global rate hike cycle, should global growth slow as a result.
Crypto currency has been cited as digital gold, with some claiming that it will
cannibalise gold demand. Clearly cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin offer something
very different, both by being highly volatile and a tool for capital creation rather than
capital protection. This has been made very clear by recent volatility around Russia/
Ukraine, where Bitcoin fell and gold strengthened, with Bitcoin trading in-line with
risk assets. Gold has a six-thousand-year history of being a store of value and
remains a primary diversifier from the US dollar for Central Banks. This is especially
relevant for emerging markets since America has weaponised the US dollar via
sanctions. This is notably significant for the likes of China, Russia, Turkey, Iran etc.
The miners are attractively valued, trading at or near record low earnings multiples.
This is a good gold price, generating strong returns for most producers, so
valuations are more suggestive of expectations of a fall in the gold price. Mining
equities have drifted lower in the malaise and offer good returns relative to the
general mining sector and market overall. Balance sheets are very strong,
supporting M&A, as larger producers look to offset declining reserves and may even
look to growth. Gold miners are exposed to inflationary pressures on input costs
such as energy, labour and ever tighter environmental regulation, but this only adds
value to existing mines versus new construction.
Outlook
Anything we write now on Russia/Ukraine will be out of date by the time anyone
reads it. Albeit, clearly it is a major source of geopolitical instability and tragic for the
poor people of Ukraine.
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One outcome that looks almost certain in how it relates to gold is that with Russia
and Ukraine being major suppliers of global commodities, roughly 10% in general,
it is likely to add to inflationary pressures. This may be driven as much by sanctions
as actual direct supply disruption. It is already having significant impacts on global
currencies, not just with the Ruble. The implications of even tighter soft commodity
markets, given the large grain exports, will likely see further instability in emerging
markets and the Middle East, noting it was the cost of wheat that triggered the Arab
Spring. We have already seen riots in Kazakhstan when they tried to increase LPG
pricing. Currency instability, especially in these regions, has historically seen strong
gold support as a way of diversifying cash.
Global central banks are increasingly trying to tame inflation, but this is a difficult
task as rates address demand, whilst much of this inflation is driven by supply. This
increases the probability of policy error, with possible fall out from applying a higher
discount rate on growth-orientated technology equities. Their valuations are highly
sensitive to the discount rate of future cash flows back to present value.

...........
Ian Francis, Keith Watson and Robert Crayfourd, managers of CQS Natural
Resources Growth and Income - 11 March
Raw materials at forefront of investor thinking
Recent commodity price moves have pushed raw material supply to the forefront of
investor thinking. Against a backdrop of recovering economic growth and supply
constraint inflationary pressures have been building for some time.

Resource vulnerabilities reshape the outlook
Following a decade of underinvestment and exacerbated by Russia-Ukraine events,
persistently high input prices have shattered complacency towards the sector.
Notwithstanding government response to Russia's aggression, the extent of
commodity price moves is reshaping fundamental thinking with regards government
policy, economic growth and the composition of growth. In addition to addressing
commodity supply deficits, the lack of diversification in the sources of supply, to
better manage raw material availability and help mitigate extreme commodity price
volatility, will become more integral to long-term strategic planning.
Precious metal valuations remain extremely attractive. Exposure continues to
provide cheap insurance should the tragedy in Ukraine escalate further while also
protecting against stagflation risks should raw material prices remain high despite
decelerating demand growth. More immediately, the shift in the EU's industrial
competitiveness brought about by higher energy prices is already feeding into the
ECB's mind set; it comes as little surprised that ECB monetary policy has become
less hawkish which has prompted some increased attention on precious metals.
Recent events accentuate trends already underway
Commodity prices rises over the interim period have more recently accelerated.
Recent events, in particular the invasion of Ukraine, has served to accentuate rising
commodity price trends that have been underway since the post-covid process of
reopening economies took hold in early 2021. Combined with rising demand during
the unlocking process the more recent Russian incursion has seen a broader
scramble for energy which has, at least temporarily, upended the clean energy
investment theme. Long-term goals to reduce fossil fuel consumption have been
demoted as regions scramble to ensure energy is available for immediate needs.
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Nowhere has this been felt more acutely than in energy markets in regions such as
Europe, which has found itself squeezed by an extreme energy shortage. The global
drive to reduce fossil fuel consumption has not only discouraged investment in
traditional fuels curbing underlying supply but many utilities also wound down fossil
fuel inventories to the lowest level on record. The region has found itself exposed
to extreme supply shortages in the post covid economic rebound. Furthermore,
Europe's energy policies placed considerably more reliance on imported fuel,
notably from Russia, to meet future gas needs. Even without deliveries from the
now stalled Nordstream II gas pipeline, Russia provided approximately 40% of the
Europe's gas.
As illustration, one year forward gas prices in Europe, for delivery in December
2022, had risen nearly four-fold in the calendar year to end-December 2021, the
majority of this rise occurring in the second half of the year. Since Russia's invasion
of Ukraine, the price of gas for December 2022 delivery has risen a further 160%
as sanctions on trade bite. Alternate fuels sought to fill the energy supply gap have
seen similar price moves. The thermal coal market, another sector in which Russia
has a dominant 20%+ share of global export trade, has seen seaborne benchmark
prices (FOB Australia) rising over 60% during calendar 2021 and prices have since
doubled in the year-to-date. Analogous moves have also impacted crude markets.
The price of Brent crude, which had risen nearly 50% in 2021, has now more than
doubled and at the time of writing stood at US$126 per barrel.
At the vanguard of economic growth, supply shortages and energy price rises
continue to exert inflationary pressures that may take time to address. The Fund is
well positioned to sustain returns in a fast changing world reconfiguring to blend
short-term energy requirements with longer-term environmental goals.
Evy Hambro and Olivia Markham, managers of BlackRock World Mining - 8
March
Ongoing recovery
Following the COVID-19 related economic impacts seen in 2020, this year was a
reversal from those lows. Economic growth around the world bounced back sharply
on the back of accommodative financial policies put in place by Governments during
the prior year. Business support packages covered disruption, lowered tax rates
and for some people there was wage protection. These were combined with record
low interest rates and increased access to government backed finance schemes.
The end result was a huge increase in liquidity across the world which muted the
worst of the economic downturn caused by COVID-19.
These measures have played out in a whole range of ways. One has been the
repricing of assets such as property, commodities, equities, art and other tangible
investments that should preserve purchasing power through time. The shortage of
income has led to investors paying higher prices for securities that offer income as
well as premiums for growth businesses. The prospect of inflation on the back of
loose monetary policy also saw a huge rally in index linked bonds and this even
flowed through into the crypto currency space with bitcoin and other virtual assets
moving to record high prices. At the other end of the scale, government bonds seem
to have ended a multi decade bull market as the prospect of interest rate increases
loom in 2022 and beyond.
The moves in financial assets have masked other consequences from COVID-19.
The huge drop in oil demand as economic activity collapsed only added to the
existing Environment Social and Governance (ESG) related pressure for producers
to reduce investment in future supply. This tightened up the market to such an extent
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that when demand recovered in 2021 prices soared due to the lack of spare capacity
in the market. Many commodities are now out of balance, with deficits commonplace
across the market and prices reflecting the situation.
Stand out year
At the half year stage we wrote about the clean sweep of price rises and, despite
some falls in the second half, the average prices for the year, the most important
thing for earnings, have been stunning across the board. This year we have seen
new highs in nine commodities: iron ore US$233/tonne, thermal coal US$270/tonne
fob Newcastle, copper US$11,300/tonne, tin US$41,118/tonne, bauxite
US$63/tonne, palladium US$2,985/ounce, lithium spodumene US$1,525/tonne,
hard coking coal US$346/tonne fob and U.S. hot-rolled coil steel US$1,960/tonne.
Iron ore has subsequently fallen back and is now lower than in 2020.
Within the commodities suite, base metals have seen huge rises with copper the
standout for the Company’s portfolio. However, other commodities have been
equally strong, such as zinc and nickel. Even the more unexciting metals such as
aluminium delivered significant increases. All of these moves should feed through
into the full year earnings and, as mentioned earlier, if they hold up in 2022 should
help to mitigate the impact of lower iron ore prices when it comes to dividends.
Precious metals were generally a lot weaker in the second half of 2021, continuing
the downtrend from the peaks that were reached during the prior twelve months. In
particular, gold has failed to regain ground despite the supportive macro backdrop
of rising inflation and low interest rates. In the Platinum Group Metals (PGM) space,
prices softened as automotive producers had to cut output on the back of the semiconductor chip shortages.
Decarbonisation, a multi decade driver for the sector
Decarbonising power, industrial manufacturing, transportation and food is a key
structural trend that will persist for decades to come. Over the twelve months in the
lead up to COP26 we saw announcements from major economies, most notably
China and the United States of America (USA), regarding their commitment to reach
net zero. The scale of investment required to meet this goal is enormous, with
commodities playing a key role in this transition.
From a mining sector perspective, we look at decarbonisation from two angles. The
first looks at the impact on demand for the various commodities and which
commodity markets will see significant change once carbon is appropriately priced.
The second area is how the mining sector is reducing emissions from their own
operations (scope 1 & 2 emissions), as well as their customers’ emissions (scope
3).
In our view, the market is underestimating the impact that the energy transition will
have on commodity markets, particularly on the supply side. Copper, battery related
materials (lithium, cobalt, nickel) and rare earths are key beneficiaries. Each of
these commodities will see significant demand growth as renewable energy
investment is increased, the grid is upgraded, electric vehicle penetration grows and
the requirement for battery storage increases. Another interesting dynamic is the
structural change we expect to see in various commodity markets once carbon is
appropriately priced. This is most prevalent for the aluminium and steel industries
given their energy intensity. China’s steel industry alone accounts for 5% of global
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions so it is imperative for these upstream sectors to
be addressed. As part of this transition, we expect older more pollutive capacity to
be curtailed which should improve industry structure and margins. As carbon taxes
are rolled out globally there will be clear winners and losers where those companies
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with existing access to low carbon power such as Norsk Hydro (1.6% of the
portfolio)* or companies with superior decarbonisation technology will benefit. Not
only will these companies face less carbon taxes, but they may also be able to
charge premiums for their products given the demand for low energy and
sustainable materials by customers.
Over the last year we have seen mining companies articulate how they will reduce
their own emissions, with companies generally looking to reduce emissions by 30%
by 2030, with many targeting net zero by 2050. Over the next decade, the reduction
of emissions will be largely achieved by switching to a renewable power source for
mining fleets, transportation and parts of the processing circuit. Beyond this it
becomes more challenging to achieve net zero emissions and will require
advancement in technology in areas such as green hydrogen for the hard to abate
emissions. We are actively engaged with management teams on these goals and
the capital and returns associated with it.
Base metals
It was an exceptional year for the base metal complex with average prices
increasing by 20% to 50% and a new all-time high set for the copper price. This year
saw the strongest metal demand increase in history as global industrial activity
recovered, broad based supply issues, energy shortages and low inventories kept
physical markets tight with each of the base metals finishing the year in a deficit
market position. This is a feature of the market not seen for a number of years and
supports our conviction that commodity prices will remain above market
expectations for many years to come due to structural supply constraints and global
decarbonisation spending.
The first half of the year saw a very rapid increase in prices as China’s COVID-19
related stimulus fed into the real economy via the property market and broad-based
infrastructure spending. The acceleration in Chinese demand was not sustainable
and during the second half of the year, the Chinese Government put in a number of
measures linked to the property sector, carbon emissions and energy usage to slow
activity down. As discussed further below, this had a significant impact on the steel
industry and in turn the iron ore price. However, the base metal prices proved largely
resilient with average prices further increasing in the second half of the year. Part
of this resilience has been due to a pick-up in demand from the rest of the world,
namely the USA and Europe, creating a more diversified and robust demand outlook
in our view. Given the dominance of China on commodity markets for much of the
last two decades, as we look forwards towards the multi trillion-dollar spending
required to achieve net zero targets, we expect to see more stable and resilient
commodity demand which has the potential to create a global capex cycle akin to
what we saw in the early 2000s.
Amongst the other base metals, the aluminium price was up by 42.2% benefiting
from strong demand, production caps in China and global smelter curtailments due
to rising energy costs. Aluminium, long regarded as the laggard amongst the base
metals, is going through a period of structural change we believe with China
reducing exports due to its greater focus on emissions and the incorporation of
carbon prices benefiting producers with renewable power sources. The nickel
market continued to tighten driven by strong stainless-steel demand which
(accounts for 70% of primary nickel demand), as well as improving Electric Vehicle
(EV) battery demand. We continue to see a tight market for battery grade nickel
given increasing EV demand and persistent supply challenges to bring on battery
grade nickel. Finally, zinc is likely to see the largest metal deficit in 2022 as
inventories have further declined on energy-linked European smelter cuts.
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Bulk commodities and steel
It was very much a year of two halves for the iron ore market with record demand
and prices translating into a new all-time high price for iron ore of US$239/tonne in
the first half as steel producers scrambled to access material. However, it was a
very different picture in the second half, as the Chinese Government put in place a
number of measures ranging from direct output caps, emissions controls and energy
restrictions to cool the economy and ensure that steel production did not exceed
2020 levels. Weakness in the Chinese property market and fears around the fallout
from Evergrande exacerbated the situation which ultimately saw the iron ore price
fall by US$120/tonne in the third quarter of 2021, with steel production finishing the
year at levels not seen since the lows of 2016. In response, major producer Vale
cut production of higher cost material which helped to stabilise the market which,
combined with weaker production from Rio Tinto, saw the iron ore market finish in
a less than feared surplus.
Recent commentary, focused on stabilising steel demand via property,
infrastructure and credit availability, is encouraging and our expectation is that we
will see a pick-up in steel demand post Chinese New Year and the Beijing Winter
Olympics. We believe the steel industry is on the cusp of structural change with
increased focus on carbon emissions from which, over the next two decades, we
expect to see reduced production from pollutive blast furnace capacity transitioning
towards lower carbon production (electric arc furnaces and hydrogen-based
production) which will reduce overcapacity, improve margins and better position the
industry once carbon taxes are introduced.
Coal markets have been some of the most interesting commodity markets over the
last couple of years, with record prices being achieved for both metallurgical and
thermal coal during the year. Tightness across coal markets has been driven by
significant supply side distortion with China banning imports of Australian
metallurgical and thermal coal, along with the spike in energy prices which saw the
benchmark Australian thermal coal price reach US$270/tonne in October. Whilst
coal (in particular thermal coal) faces longer-term demand headwinds linked to
decarbonisation of steel and power in the near term, both markets face supply side
shortages and a lack of investment particularly for thermal coal, and with producers
focused on responsible run-off, may very well see the price exceed market
expectations for a period of time.
Precious metals
Unlike the recovery fuelled performance of the industrial metals, the precious metals
have remained largely rangebound in 2021, with the average gold price 1.7% higher
than last year. The gold price continues to be driven by two opposing forces:
concerns over rising inflation and excessive government debt, and on the other
hand the impact of rate hikes with the US Federal Reserve indicating in December
that it will begin raising rates in March 2022 in an effort to stem rising inflation. This
is likely to see a strengthening US$ headwind to gold, but the key determinant of
the gold price this year will be whether rate hikes prove sufficient to cool inflation. If
this is not the case and inflation is more “persistent” and less “transitory”, we would
expect real rates to decline further creating a constructive backdrop for gold.
Typically, gold underperforms equities and the US Dollar heading into a rate hike
cycle, but outperforms thereafter giving us confidence in the medium-term outlook
for gold. While the silver price underperformed gold on a year-to-date basis,
declining by 11.8%, the average price year-on-year was higher by 22.5% versus
gold at +1.7%. We have seen a solid recovery in silver’s industrial demand over the
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last year, with longer-term upside potential from greater solar penetration and
increasing usage of semi-conductors.
An encouraging feature of the gold equity market over recent years has been the
increased focus on shareholder returns, with higher gold prices translating into
higher margins, free cash flow and dividends. This trend has generally continued
through 2021, albeit margins have been compressed through rising cost inflation.
It has been a volatile year for the Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) with record pricing
for the PGM basket during the first half, to then face a downturn in demand as the
global chip shortage hit auto production towards the end of the year. With 40% to
80% of PGM end-use linked to the auto industry, prices came under significant
pressure with the platinum price finishing the year -11%, palladium -17% and
rhodium -20%. We expect to see improved demand for PGMs during the first half of
2022 as chip shortages ease and auto producers begin re-stocking raw materials.
Whilst a lack of supply growth and increased PGM loadings on auto catalysts to
meet rising emissions standards bodes well for the PGMs, the industry faces the
structural headwind of the shift in demand from internal combustion engine vehicles
to electric vehicles.
Sustainable metals
The shift towards electric vehicles (EVs) continues to be one of the strongest trends
in global markets. The market is anticipated to grow more than ten-fold by 2030
from 2020 levels, which creates opportunities for those companies supplying the
materials that enable the transition. The Company is well placed to benefit from this
given its exposure to the raw materials that go into EV batteries and the e-motor.
Transportation was significantly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic with global
passenger car sales falling 17% year-on-year in 2020. In 2021 car sales have been
constrained by supply chain semiconductor shortages, although there is evidence
of significant demand with price increases and shortages seen in the second-hand
market.
The level of demand and price action in lithium surprised even the most optimistic
of forecasters in 2021, with the Chinese Lithium Carbonate price ending the year at
US$43.7/kilogram, up by 429% year-on-year. 2021 saw 153% growth in China for
Battery and Plug-In EVs sales, up by 64% in Europe. We ended 2021 with the EV
share of new car sales standing at 19.3% in China and 31.1% in Europe. The US
market remains a significant growth opportunity, with sales lagging other markets
like Europe and China and penetration rates at 6.2%.
A critical component of the electric car is the e-motor, which most commonly uses
a Praseodymium-Neodymium (NdPr) magnet, an alloy of two rare earth elements
(REE). The increased demand for EVs has resulted in increasing demand for NdPr,
with the price up by 101% during 2021. REEs are commonly mined and processed
in China and have been deemed of strategic importance by both Europe and the
USA.
EV battery raw materials include cobalt, where LME prices were up by 119% in 2021
as demand recovered driven by battery demand, particularly EV batteries.
Significantly, Glencore announced the 2022 restart of the Mutanda mine in the DRC,
which will most likely be ramped-up in a way that keeps the market balanced.
Glencore (7.7% of the portfolio) rose by 66.9% during 2021, and is a globally
significant cobalt producer which produced 22% of mine production in 2020 which
is set to increase with Mutanda’s ramp-up.
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2021 has seen growing excitement about the potential for hydrogen to disrupt the
commercial vehicle market. Compared to batteries, hydrogen and fuel cells offer
better energy density, improved range and faster refuelling, giving them an inherent
advantage in efforts to decarbonise high utilisation transport like industrial trucks.
That said, there are substantial hurdles to overcome, with costs needing to fall
dramatically for the switch to be economic. We see the technology’s long-term
potential but believe that we are still in the early stages of its development.
Technologies involving platinum are crucial to the adoption of the hydrogen fuel cell.
Outlook
2022 seems to have started well for the global economy with fears around the
Omicron variant starting to wane as its impact seems to be less damaging than
initially feared. With global growth still strong and inflation numbers higher than
desired, it is likely that Central Banks will become less accommodative and start
raising rates. Transitions such as this are always associated with higher periods of
volatility as investors rotate portfolios to reflect the new environment.
Looking more closely at the commodity sector, the outlook remains as bright as it
has been for the last few years. Prices for almost all metals are well supported by
ongoing demand strength and limited new supply growth. In addition, current price
levels generate margins that are high by historical standards meaning that the
companies should continue to enjoy excellent levels of cash flow generation. If
current capital allocation trends and tighter cost containment measures continue,
shareholders should see further years of strong income but probably not the records
seen in 2021, especially if the focus moves to share buy backs rather than
dividends.

...........

Technology & media
(compare hedge funds here)
Robert Jeens, chair of Allianz Technology - 8 March
When writing last year I cautioned shareholders as to the potentially volatile nature
of technology investment - "not for the fainthearted" was the caution. Looking back
now, that phrase continues to resonate loudly.
After a stand-out performance in 2020, 2021 was a more volatile and challenging
year for technology investors. Many factors emerged which led investors to become
nervous about technology, particularly in terms of valuations, with some pundits
even calling 'bubble'. Many recognised that the efficacy of the nascent vaccination
programme had the potential to dramatically improve the fortunes of some industries
that had been languishing and, as a result, there was a rotation away from growth
as an investment style to value. At the time many commentators saw this as a longlasting change, but growth companies soon reasserted their leading position.
As technology seemed to falter early in 2021, our Investment Manager was asked
innumerable times whether this marked an inflection point. The response was (and
remains) focused on the balance between short-term views and news versus
longer-term growth drivers. Those growth drivers never went away. They were
accelerated during the peak of the pandemic in 2020 and, if anything, they have
continued to pull away. When uncertainty rears its head, it is understandable to
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allow one's focus to narrow to the short term and that is indeed what investors have
often seemed to do over the past 12 months.
Equally technology valuations have undeniably raced ahead over the past few
years. This leads to nervousness over whether they can be sustained. Some
technology companies seem able to defy the laws of gravity in terms of their ability
to grow into their valuations; for others though any disappointment can cause acute
pain in terms of valuation. It is also clear that - as is often the case within a particular
industry or sector - one size most definitely does not fit all. Some companies might
have what appears to be an eye watering valuation but continue to be able to find
the business growth to support that. Others meanwhile seem to have been valued
by markets willing to buy an idea of growth at any price even where the underlying
business model has yet to be proven.
Our investment manager remains sanguine that valuations will be both driven
forward and face their share of headwinds, particularly now that inflation has started
to rear its head. They continue to view the portfolio as 'a tiered cake', made up of
high growth companies, companies that can provide growth at a reasonable price
(GARP) and companies which are on the value end of the technology investment
spectrum, trading out-of-favour in the market. A diversified portfolio covering these
different styles where the managers adjust according to the prevailing environment
has proved itself as a strategy and continues to be the way the portfolio will be
managed.
The trends spurring technology continue; companies are needing to adapt,
accelerating growth in technology solutions such as cloud, software-as-a-service,
artificial intelligence and cyber security. Labour shortage is also important, driven
by demographic changes and the so-called "great resignation" triggered by Covid19. Whilst shortages also affect technology companies which need talent
themselves, it should provide a major long-term driver as technology by its very
nature provides solutions to industries struggling to employ labour.

...........

Growth capital
(compare growth capital funds here)
Manager of Schroder British Opportunities - 22 March
UK equities rose over the six month period along with many developed markets.
COVID-19 news drove bouts of volatility, as did fears as to how forcibly the major
central banks might need to respond to inflation. These uncertainties, however,
were insufficient to derail continued gains in equities, which were supported by
robust corporate earnings and low real bond yields.
Equity markets were also resilient in the face of many other uncertainties as 2021
drew to a close, including those around the global growth outlook and China in
particular. A zero tolerance approach to COVID-19 continued to strain Chinese
supply chains (where issues were further compounded by floods and energy
shortages) and weigh on economic activity. Meanwhile, difficulties facing the
country's property sector and the potential implications of the "common prosperity"
policy goal also raised some big questions around the Chinese economic outlook.
A number of the UK's domestically-focused sectors were particularly volatile over
the period, and not just travel and leisure companies, which were directly disrupted
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by new restrictions in response to Omicron - a new strain of COVID-19. The share
prices of UK consumer-facing sectors, such as retailers and housebuilders,
fluctuated in line with expectations around the timing of a rise in UK base rates.
Many retailers also grappled with supply chain disruptions, resulting in some high
profile profit warnings, despite strong demand as UK GDP recovered its pre-COVID
peak during the period.
The second half of 2021 saw continued high levels of activity in the private equity
markets taking total deal volumes and deal numbers to record levels for the year in
the UK. This reflected confidence returning to the market following a disrupted 2020.
The final quarter of 2021, however, saw several headwinds emerge which caused
a slight cooling in sentiment. Omicron, combined with ongoing issues around supply
chains, and the emergence of inflation, led to increased scrutiny on transactions;
however, deals continued to complete as demand remained high. A consequence
of this exuberance seen throughout 2021 is that valuations continue to rise, often to
questionable levels, as more capital chases transactions.
Even before the Ukraine crisis, inflation had risen to new levels in both the UK and
the US, and bond yields were increasing in expectation of the Federal Reserve
raising interest rates. Their plan to also reduce the size of their balance sheet this
year perpetuated the sell-off in equity markets. The events in Ukraine has now sent
oil prices significantly higher and the combination of these factors suggests a
stagflationary environment as the key risk to global equity markets in 2022.
On the positive side, UK companies are highly cash generative and the UK equities
continue to trade at a discount to global peers, thus presenting a number of
compelling investment opportunities. With interest rates in the UK expected to rise,
indebted public companies face higher financing costs and may well be seeking
injections of fresh equity capital.
We also expect to continue to see a significant number of high-quality growing
private companies seeking equity finance. The market is expected to be
competitive.

...........

Private equity
(compare private equity funds here)
Hamish Mair, manager of BMO Private Equity - 25 March
The recovery from the pandemic and the resilience of the private equity sector has
been the dominant theme of 2021. A strong subordinate theme has been that
appetite to invest in private equity internationally grows and this has been a factor
behind the surge in realisations. Large funds, the prime recipients of the new capital,
source much of their dealflow from mid-market funds which comprise nearly all of
our portfolio. Private Equity is a long term asset class and commitments made last
for years so we should not expect this trend to change in the near term. Indeed,
recent performance, which builds on a long term successful track record for the
asset class, will tend to reinforce this trend. The private equity model of investment
management and its attractions as a means of financing smaller and medium sized
enterprises continues to gain acceptance internationally. The vendors of companies
and their management increasingly understand the substantial benefit that private
equity can bring to their companies which goes far beyond merely appropriately
priced capital. The results from our portfolio where many private equity markets
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aside from the US and UK have delivered truly excellent returns attest the success
of European private equity in general as well as the specific judgements of our
investment partners.
Looking forwards the repercussions of the Russian military invasion of Ukraine will
influence the investment environment for everyone with the private equity sector
being no exception. Our direct exposure to the combatants' geographies is nil but
experience suggests that second and third order impacts will feed through to
consumer and corporate behaviour and decision-making in due course. Inflation,
which was already rising, is likely to be higher for longer and this will colour
investment decisions. After an exceptional year it is likely that the pace of
investment activity will moderate.

...........
Managers of Apax Global Alpha - 2 March
Review of 2021
2021, like 2020, was dominated by Covid-19 and the vaccine rollout. While we saw
the emergence of the Omicron variant towards the end of the year, the reduced
number of hospitalisations and deaths allowed many governments to gradually
reopen their economies, albeit with certain restrictions put in place again at the end
of the year.
Significant monetary and fiscal stimulus drove recovery in 2021, however this
lagged original expectations with the virus, supply and labour constraints all limiting
growth. Whilst recovery is likely to continue, these challenges are potential
constraints for 2022 growth.

Inflation
The favourable macro-economic backdrop, combined with loose monetary policy
and some supply chain shortages, is now giving rise to concerns around inflation.
Indeed, the beginning of 2022 has seen higher inflation rates which are likely to
persist for longer than originally expected. There have been more hawkish signals
from monetary authorities, accompanied by an increase in long-term bond yields
and a decrease in multiples of high growth stocks.
Equity markets
Following the dramatic swings in 2020, equity markets performed strongly in 2021
with the S&P up 29% and STOXX Europe 600 up 22% in the year. Only towards
the end of 2021, as market participants focused more on the impact of rising
inflation, interest rates as well as mounting geopolitical risks, volatility returned to
equity markets.
Throughout 2021, valuations remained highly elevated on a forward earnings
multiple basis against a backdrop of negative real rates and very rapid expansion
of central bank balance sheets. However, valuations were less stretched when
viewed from an equity risk premium perspective given rates.
There continues to be a significant divergence in performance between sectors and
companies as investors differentiated between those that are likely to be long-term
winners, and those that could be structurally challenged.
Private equity markets
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In private equity markets, the volume and value of transactions was extremely
robust in 2021.
Ample available capital, borrower-friendly credit markets, and a supportive policy
environment drove record deployment levels in 2021. Whilst the evolving policy
backdrop may take some of the froth out of parts of the market such as growthoriented technology valuations, this industry momentum is likely to carry into 2022.
Credit markets
As the global economy continued to recover during 2021, long-term government
bond yields increased. The 10-year US treasury yield increased from 0.5% in 2020
to 1.5% as at 31 December 2021 and German 10 year bund yields also increased
from -0.9% at their lows in 2020 to -0.2% as at 31 December 2021. Whilst yields
have increased recently, the market is currently pricing in relatively benign longterm inflation. There is a tail risk that inflation overshoots, leading to materially
higher short-term and long-term rates.
During the early phases of the Covid-19 crisis, credit spreads widened materially for
investment grade, high yield and leveraged loans. In particular, high yield and loan
markets dislocated severely, with prices for loans in high-quality companies
dropping in line with the broader markets. However, from the second half of 2020,
and continuing in 2021, spreads tightened across the credit spectrum, with high
yield loans performing particularly strongly, driving prices up and spreads down.
As in public equities, investors distinguished between what were perceived to be
higher and lower quality sectors and companies.
Outlook
The economic outlook remains positive in the short term albeit with some headwinds
from high inflation, geopolitical uncertainty, and the lasting impact of Covid-19. In
most developed markets, and whilst at a lower rate than in 2021, economies are
expected to grow strongly in 2022, driven by continued re-opening (particularly in
the service sector) and pent-up demand.
Despite a decline in equity benchmarks at the start of 2022, valuation levels for both
public and private equity markets remain at elevated levels. Equity markets have
been supported by very low bond yields and a lack of attractive liquid investment
alternatives, indicating that valuations may remain relatively elevated for the
foreseeable future.
Valuations in both public and private markets are also expected to continue to be
materially superior for those companies viewed as better positioned for the longterm compared to those which are more impacted by the pandemic or structurally
challenged.

...........

Hedge funds
(compare hedge funds here)
Richard Horlick, chair of BH Macro - 31 March
2022 holds out the prospect to be an extremely volatile year both at the geopolitical
level and at the economic level. It is possible that conditions will be remarkably
different from those that we have experienced for the last 40 years. I refer
particularly to the implications of resurgent inflation which despite previous
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statements from government agencies and central banks that it was transitory now
appears to be embedded worldwide. This is an enormous seachange in the
background for financial markets.
As I write this statement, very significant tensions exist between Russia and the
West and I will not speculate as to the outcome. After the build-up of military forces
in both Russia and Belarus, President Putin ordered the ‘special military operation’
otherwise seen as a full scale invasion of Ukraine seeking regime change and going
far beyond any expectations in most government circles of a dispute over the two
border territories of Donetsk and Luhansk. The unexpectedly strong resistance of
Ukraine, at the time of writing, and the widespread condemnation of this action has
led to severe sanctions being issued against Russia, Belarus and a number of
prominent individuals. By the time this report is published we will further know how
this tragedy has unfolded but the risks are enormous. Tensions globally are greater
than they have been for a very considerable period of time and these are likely to
persist not just on the European borders with Russia but also with China in the far
east.
At the same time it would appear that the COVID-19 pandemic is receding to an
endemic infection which is mildly inconvenient for most although still potentially fatal
for some including the most vulnerable. It will however be a considerable period of
time before life returns to normal.

...........
William Ackman, manager of Pershing Square - 30 March
The war in Ukraine is a tragedy. Watching innocent people die due to the political
and geopolitical objectives of one man is something one would hope would have
never reoccurred. Ukraine is putting up a fierce fight and much of the Western world
is helping with aggressive sanctions, military equipment and funding, but we need
to do more. Russia’s horrific actions must be made to be extraordinarily expensive
and punishing for its military and its economy so that we deter and hopefully
eliminate such aggression, destruction, and loss of life in the future.
The economic implications of the war are significant in amplifying inflation in energy,
agriculture, and other goods and services, and tempering the risk appetites of
investors and corporations. The prospects of high inflation, deteriorating growth,
and the potential for a U.S. and global recession have increased significantly.
Russia has become uninvestable. China is not far behind due to their crackdown on
corporations and high-profile CEOs, and their tacit approval of Russia’s actions.
U.S. companies were already in the process of reshoring and near-shoring their
supply chains, which will accelerate due to increasing geopolitical uncertainty. Deglobalization is inherently inflationary. Risk premiums should also continue to rise.
Why then, you might ask, do we remain fully invested? For two principal reasons:
first, we believe that the businesses we own have substantial pricing power that will
enable them to cover the costs of inflation and are otherwise sufficiently robust and
durable to continue to grow and withstand the test of time; and second, we believe
that our hedges will likely generate substantial liquidity that would enable us to take
advantage of opportunities in the event of a substantial market decline. We believe
that hedging is a better alternative to keeping funds in cash while one is waiting for
opportunities, particularly because high rates of inflation cause the purchasing
power of cash to decline rapidly.
The industries and businesses in which we have invested are highly attractive and
well positioned to withstand negative externalities. About 30% of our equity portfolio
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is invested in music and video streaming; 26% in restaurants and restaurant
franchising; 15% in a home improvement retailer; 10% in real estate in states with
substantial in-migration and in residential mortgages, 10% in hotel franchising, and
8% in a railroad. We expect that each of these companies will grow their revenues
and profitability over the long term, regardless of recent events and the various other
challenges that the world will face over the short, intermediate, and long-term.
While effectively all businesses are exposed to the global economy, we have
chosen to invest close to home. Our portfolio is North American-centric with most to
all of our companies’ profits generated in North America. While the U.S. has its
share of problems including a highly litigious business environment, a complex
regulatory regime, and political disharmony and divisiveness, we believe these
factors are substantially outweighed by a legal regime where the rule of law is
generally respected (more so than in most other places in the world), limited
corruption, a world class military and defense, and a corporate and capital markets
environment where capitalism can flourish. We believe that these attractive
attributes will increase in importance to investors in light of recent events. Much the
same way that the world is deglobalizing, deglobalization appears to be coming to
the capital markets.

...........

Debt
(compare debt funds here, here and here)
Managers of M&G Credit Income - 24 March
Fixed income asset classes began the year having recovered most, if not all, of the
losses incurred from the market disruption following the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic in March 2020. Asset purchasing programmes succeeded in keeping
borrowing costs low and corporate issuers of varying credit quality continued to have
access to cheap investor capital. Corporate defaults fell sharply in 2021 (compared
with 2020 and 2019) as the continued economic recovery and ample liquidity offset
the effects of COVID-19 and supply chain disruptions, labour shortages and high
inflation. This contributed to unusually benign credit conditions throughout the year
which have continued into 2022. Investors looking for increased returns were forced
down the credit curve into 'riskier' sectors and in many cases, out of investment
grade and into high yield credit. This caused corporate credit spreads to grind tighter
for much of the year, reaching multi-year lows by the end of the third quarter.
By contrast, the year saw upward pressure on government bond yields gain
momentum as investor concerns over the spread of the Delta variant and a
slowdown in economic growth were overtaken by those of inflation and economic
overheating, which led to increased volatility in rates markets. As inflation figures
continued to surprise to the upside, reaching multi- decade highs, investors
increasingly questioned the "transitory" inflation narrative set forth by central banks.
The 10 year UK gilt climbed above one percent for the first time since the onset of
the pandemic and ensuing market turmoil in March 2020.
Investment grade and high yield spreads widened slightly into the year end,
following concerns over supply bottlenecks and increased energy prices reducing
economic growth and company margins. In addition, the emergence of details of a
new COVID variant, Omicron, in late November also contributed to spreads
widening. The potential return to COVID related economic disruption led to a
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repricing in markets as investors moved away from risk assets and into safer havens
such as government bonds. Fears over the new variant eased into the year's close
and investor focus shifted back to central bank action and signalling for the path of
monetary policy in 2022.
Outlook
In 2022, the key theme for markets will be inflation and the reaction of central banks,
whilst the wide reaching economic implications of Russia's invasion of Ukraine has
added additional complexity to any decision making.
Recent central bank signalling has been hawkish, indicating that combatting
inflation is currently the main priority and is viewed with greater emphasis than a
deteriorating growth backdrop. At the end of 2021, the Federal Reserve announced
that its pandemic bond buying programme would end in March 2022 and market
expectations are for its policy rate to increase by six additional 25bps hikes to reach
1.9% by the end of 2022. Correspondingly, the market is also pricing six additional
25bps interest rate increases from the Bank of England which would see its base
rate reach 2.1% by the end 2022. Both the Federal Reserve and Bank of England
have signalled they will soon begin reducing the size of their balance sheets
(quantitative tightening) with the latter announcing that £20 billion of sterling
corporate bonds would be sold back into the market. This has seen risk-free rates
climb higher whilst credit spreads have simultaneously widened, with overall bond
yields moving notably higher as a result. These shifts in monetary policy are viewed
by many investors as being overly- aggressive and have contributed to heightened
volatility in bond markets.
Russia's attack on Ukraine on 24 February 2022 has sparked considerable volatility
in both equity and credit markets and complicated the path of monetary policy, given
the threat to global economic growth at a time of already record inflation and the
potential risk of stagflation. The commodity shock induced by the crisis has already
seen a surge in the price of crude oil, natural gas and metals such as copper and
nickel which, in addition to increased supply chain disruption, is creating further
upward inflationary pressure.
The early part of the year has seen credit yields increase. Against a backdrop of
tighter borrowing conditions and rising input costs, corporate margins look set to be
squeezed and company balance sheets will be put under increasing pressure.
Corporate credit analysis and selectivity will be key as market conditions in 2022
have already proved to be far less benign than 2021. If current conditions continue,
we will seek to increase the yield of the portfolio by selling our cash proxy ABS
holdings and reinvesting proceeds into new private investment opportunities and
attractively priced investment grade corporate bonds. The rotation into private
assets with stronger structural protections will provide stability of capital value.
Volatility in public credit markets also presents the potential opportunity to add
bonds into the portfolio with risk adjusted returns that are more in line with the
Company's long term objective.

...........
Gildas Surry and Antonio Roman of Axiom European Financial Debt - 22
March
The European banking sector ended 2021 with sound prudential buffers and
improved profitability metrics. The average CET1 and leverage ratios respectively
rose to 15.5% and 5.9%, well above their pre-pandemic levels. The average
Liquidity Coverage Ratio reached 174% while the NPL ratios settled at a new low
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of 2.2%. Aggregate profitability rebounded to a 7.5% Return on Equity. European
banks showed progress in revenue diversification, as 2021 saw a 15% increase in
net fee and commissions income with 50% coming from asset management. They
gained market share in debt capital markets as well as syndicated lending. Their
cost-to-income ratio decreased to 64%, the lowest since quarter four 2017. The
macroeconomic outlook was robust, with real GDP expected to grow well above its
pre-pandemic levels thanks to solid employment gains and a rebound in
consumption. Credit demand remained healthy: quarter four 2021 saw the largest
net increase in loan demand since March 2020, while credit standards only saw a
mild tightening.
Since the escalation of the Ukrainian conflict, investors have been pricing
uncertainty over direct and indirect Russian exposures as well as macro
implications. Direct exposures to Russian counterparts include sanctioned entities,
cross-border loans and European-owned subsidiaries in Russia. Indirect exposures
come from heightened financial markets volatility, especially in the commodities
complex, as well as higher operational risks (cyberattacks, IT connections, asset
freezes, SWIFT ban). The macroeconomic impact is hard to quantify at this point,
but we expect somewhat slower real growth due to higher raw input prices and lower
investor confidence.
Direct exposures of European banks to credit, securities and derivatives appear
contained. There has been no major operational hiccup coming from Russian
sanctions so far. Even extreme "walk-away" scenarios from subsidiaries in Russia
appear very manageable (most establishments are locally funded). Rising energy
and commodity prices introduce downside risk to domestic GDP growth and upside
risk to inflation. However, based on current prices, the impact on real growth is likely
to be below 1pt of GDP in 2022. In its severe adverse scenario, the ECB still sees
a real GDP growth above 2% in 2022 (according to its March 2022 projections). The
upside from the gradual normalisation of the interest rate environment is still
material as central banks have not deviated from their policy trajectory in light of the
new geopolitical environment. Regulators have so far not been too worried about
the prudential impact of the Ukrainian conflict. Andrea Enria, Chair of the
Supervisory Board of the ECB, characterised the levels of dividends and buybacks
as "broadly acceptable". Away from the developments in Ukraine, the regulators are
expected to keep the pressure on issuers to streamline their liability stacks: the PRA
in the UK with the Resolvability Assessment Framework by June 2022 and the SRB
in the EU with its "Expectations for banks" process by the end of 2023.
While we recognise there is some uncertainty stemming from the wide range of
potential geopolitical outcomes, we believe that the conflict will likely stay local, with
manageable direct and indirect consequences for European banks.

...........
Robert Sharpe, chair of Honeycomb - 2 March
Market dynamics continue to drive compelling investment opportunities. Non-bank
lending is an increasingly critical part of the lending landscape, providing financing
to millions, including those that are underserved by high street banks
Positive societal and environmental impact continues to be important. Lending over
the course of 2021 has supported regional economic growth, affordable homes and
the transition towards a net zero emissions economy.

...........
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Rhys Davies and Edward Craven, managers of Invesco Bond Income Plus 31 March
The rally in high yield bonds that began in the second quarter of 2020 extended
through most of 2021. The European market, as represented by the ICE BofA
European Currency High Yield Index (GBP hedged), achieved a positive return in
each of the first eight months of the year. For the year to 31 December 2021, the
index returned 4.0%.
The two principal factors that have driven the rally since the initial Covid-19 related
sell-off in March 2020 – policy support and economic recovery – are still in place
and both the market’s yield and its spread ended 2021 at low levels by historical
comparison. But as the recovery has extended and valuations have become more
stretched, the rally has faltered a little.
Growing corporate earnings and consequent improvement in the credit
fundamentals of many issuers helped high yield spreads to end the year tighter then
they began. But as investors increasingly anticipated reduced quantitative easing
and eventual monetary tightening, the market’s yield rose in the final quarter to end
the year at 3.43%, up from a starting point of 3.29%. As a result, the fourth quarter
saw the first negative quarterly return figure for the index since the first quarter of
2020, albeit only a marginal fall of –0.20%.
With price return marginally negative, 2021 was definitely a ‘coupon-clipping’ year,
when the high yield market’s total return was driven by income.
2021 saw a compression of spreads between the different credit rating cohorts of
the high yield market as investors extended their search for yield further along the
credit risk spectrum. Whereas in 2020, the higher quality, more interest ratesensitive BB sector outperformed, boosted by the rapid loosening of monetary
policy, this year the best returns were in B and CCC. BB returned 2.83% for the
year, with a negative –0.40% in the final quarter. B returned 5.20% while CCC and
lower (the smallest and lowest quality cohort) returned no less than 12.14%. Total
returns for both B and CCC were positive even in the rising yield environment of the
fourth quarter.
Outlook
The high yield market begins 2022 still offering low yields and tight credit spreads
by historical standards, notwithstanding some weakness in the final quarter of 2021.
High valuations reflect the strong, ongoing demand for income and a
macroeconomic background that remains supportive, with accommodative
monetary policy and pent-up demand underpinning economic growth and rising
corporate earnings.
However, monetary conditions have begun to tighten as the market anticipates
higher interest rates and the end of quantitative easing programmes. We have
already reduced the duration of our portfolio. We think that interest rate expectations
could rise further, especially as inflation continues at a relatively high level.
Default expectations for the coming year are low. There is justification for this.
Corporate earnings are rising and companies have been able to raise a large
amount of capital in the last two years to bolster their balance sheets. This underpins
relatively tight levels of credit spread.
We continue to see the high yield market as a good source of income and total
return. But the key for us is careful issuer and security selection, based on
fundamental analysis. In the last year the market environment has been quite
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benign. Demand for income has perhaps led to less discrimination between stronger
and weaker credits. This won’t always be the case.
In the latter part of 2021 and in the early weeks of 2022, we have seen more volatility
in the market. Investors have moved to price-in a tighter monetary environment. As
we go to press, the markets have also reacted to the severe increase in geopolitical
tensions following the Russian invasion of Ukraine. These events are very worrying.
The exposure to Ukrainian holdings within the portfolio at year end was 0.6%. As
investors, we can only watch carefully to see how conditions develop. In more
volatile markets there is likely to be more discrimination between the credit risk of
issuers. This will present opportunities as well as risks. We want a well-diversified
portfolio of bonds which will not only provide attractive income now but will also
serve our investors well in a more testing market.

...........

Property
(compare UK property funds here, here, here, and here)
Rita-Rose Gagné, chief executive of Hammerson - 4 March
The major changes across the consumer and occupier landscape mean it is an
exciting time to be in real estate. We are anticipating and starting to set new trends
in how physical space is used in Europe's major cities within our portfolio.
Hammerson has a unique opportunity to be part of shaping future cities and
transforming urban spaces.
We have developed a robust strategy to take advantage of future opportunities. We
will further strengthen the balance sheet by continuing to simplify the portfolio, as
well as generating capital for reinvestment. We are focused on: reducing vacancy
and void costs; repurposing space; delivering a mix that occupiers and customers
demand; and unlocking value from the development opportunities in the portfolio.
By continuing to execute our strategy, we will continue to build a better business,
and that will deliver value for shareholders.

...........
Martin Moore, chair of Secure Income REIT - 10 March
The trading outlook for our tenants has brightened as the Omicron wave fades and
the government has signalled its clear intent for the country to learn to live with the
residual impact of the pandemic without restrictions. This has been welcomed by
the leisure and hospitality sector and bodes well for a resumption of the strong
bounce back in trading we saw in the late summer and autumn of 2021.
The rise in inflation is a genuine concern for many, but our index-linked leases
should provide both an element of protection and a stronger rental trajectory than in
recent years. Across the real estate sector, the majority of inflation-linked leases
contain caps and our portfolio is no exception, albeit 27% of our reviews are
uncapped. Whether inflation proves to be transitionary or embedded we do
anticipate that inflation rates are likely to average out below our caps over the
medium term. After a generation of falling rates the interest rate cycle has finally
turned. Interest rates and property yields have historically shown limited correlation
and if the current gilt curve is any guide the implied future interest rate rises are
modest by historic standards and in our view unlikely to have much, if any, impact
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on property yields. Availability of debt, in our experience, usually has a bigger impact
than its absolute pricing and we take comfort in the current balance sheet strength
of the banking system and widening availability of debt from other sources. The
government's proposed reform of Solvency II could unleash billions of pounds of life
assurance money, some of which is likely to be funnelled either into providing debt
or direct demand for long lease index-linked property.
Sadly, geopolitics is back in centre stage with the tragic events unfolding in Ukraine.
This may amplify some of the short-term inflationary dynamics but also encourage
central banks to behave less precipitously in their interest rate moves. It may also
lead to greater risk aversion by investors and an increase in demand for safe haven
assets. When the outlook is far from clear we find it helpful to focus on those
elements upon which we hold the highest conviction. Our rents have not only
resumed their pre-pandemic path but the trajectory is now higher than it was due to
rising inflation. At 30 years our average lease length is the longest it has ever been.
These elements combine to form a strong platform for the year ahead.

...........
M7 Real Estate, investment adviser of Alternative Income REIT - 7 March
Although the UK isn't in the clear with regards to the COVID-19 pandemic, progress
has been made and people are moving forward with a renewed sense of optimism.
An improving economy and the labour market holding stable following the removal
of the furlough scheme provide a generally positive backdrop for real estate in 2022.
Whilst there is a general positivity around real estate in 2022, following the easing
of COVID-19 related lockdown measures, sectors such as industrial are assumed
to continue to thrive, which will benefit the group's industrial exposure. It is expected
that the rental growth experienced in recent years will continue into 2022, with
speculative development at an all-time high, but insufficient to meet the current
demand, causing vacancy rates to remain low and created upward pressure on
rents. Additionally, retail is expected to recover during 2022, driven by a pick-up in
spend in 2022 leading to increased occupier demand. Retail warehousing and parks
are expected to continue to be the strongest performers during 2022.
Hotel revenues are expected to recover during 2022, driven by increases in
international travel and the removal of national lockdown restrictions. Increased
investor appetite will support recovery in asset values and liquidity. Healthcare was
another sector that struggled during 2022, however, CBRE expect the market to
recover to pre-pandemic levels, boosting investor confidence and leading to prime
yields of 4.5%. Furthermore, they are anticipating record M&A activity in the leisure
industry during 2022, because of investors looking to capitalise on operational risk
with the market.
Student housing is another sector in which the group has a large exposure. At the
end of 2021, it was reported that 2021 saw significant confidence return to the UK's
purpose build student accommodation sector with over £2.5bn invested and
companies, such as Unite, reporting occupancy figures of 94%.
2021 saw an emphasis placed on the importance of ESG related credentials.
Normally associated with sustainability, and gaining in prominence, ESG is a
growing and has quickly become an ethical priority for businesses, both large and
small. It is becoming a central aspect of how businesses define themselves. This is
having significant impacts on the occupational market with perspective tenants
taking ESG values into account when considering their next office, making ESG
related credentials a key selling point.
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...........
Aubrey Adams, chair of Tritax Big Box - 3 March
Our market has powerful, long-term structural growth drivers which have been
accelerated by the global pandemic and other factors, such as Brexit. These include
the continued growth in e-commerce, the consolidation of logistics networks into
fewer, larger, more modern and efficient buildings, the need to build resilience into
supply chains and the increasing focus on ESG. This includes the socio-economic
benefits of our schemes, as well as environmental considerations, including our
proactive work towards net zero carbon.
Record occupational demand and severely constrained supply is leading to very
strong rental growth, which we are capturing through proactive asset management,
lease re-negotiations, rent reviews and bringing forward activity within our extensive
development portfolio. Attractive rental growth is also underpinning confidence in
the investment market, with sharpening yields producing improved capital values.

...........
Nick Hewson, chair of Supermarket Income REIT - 2 March
We are now operating in a highly inflationary environment, making our secure,
upward only, inflation-linked rental reviews an ever more appealing source of
inflation protected income. Given the high degree of correlation between inflation
and food prices and the level of investor appetite in the sector, we believe we will
see continued progressive growth in both supermarket rents and capital values.
Whilst we remain mindful of the uncertain political and macro-economic outlook and
the ongoing economic risks of rising inflation and higher interest rates, we
nevertheless feel well positioned for the future given the strengths of our chosen
sector and the resilience of our income profile.
Through our deep sector expertise and strong relationships with both our tenants
and the investment market within which we operate, we have built a leading portfolio
in one of the most compelling real estate asset classes in the UK investment market.
We are delighted to now be a Premium Segment listed company with an Investment
Grade credit rating.

...........
Managers of Target Healthcare REIT - 16 March
The [care home] sector is in a period of cautious optimism. Residents have
remained generally protected and, while we owe a debt to the science of
vaccinations in this regard, we should not underestimate how adept care homes
have become at testing, safe visiting, and infection control procedures.
After suffering some unwarranted reputational damage in the early stages of the
pandemic, public scrutiny of the sector mellowed and helped focus government
attention on sector change and funding. The resulting White Paper, while heralded
by Government Ministers as ground-breaking, was generally met with
disappointment by the sector, with concern that the public funding of those with
means is not as generous as first impressions suggest. In fact, the national
insurance fuelled tax raise does little for the social care sector, with the lions' share
ending up in the NHS for the first few years.
Eyebrows were raised in the sector by the mention of 'levelling' fees, a reference
buried in the white paper in relation to the common practice of operators subsidising
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publicly funded residents by charging private residents higher fees. While the sector
rightly feels some consternation regarding this point, the intention to require Local
Authorities to address fees paid to private operators in line with the 'true cost of care'
is a welcome directive. This, coupled with strong demand by clientele for quality
accommodation and the fact that residents will still be able to 'top-up' to the quality
of their choice, means we envisage operators will not be unduly troubled by the
potential changes. Other white paper proposals are welcome, such as increased
integration between authorities and joined up health pathways for the public.
2022 will remain a challenging year for operators. Even if COVID-19 should fade,
or more likely become endemic, the spectre of inflation is firmly on the horizon;
wages, energy and food costs, coupled with a continued difficult recruitment
environment will keep the pressure on. While the pandemic has been tough on
smaller operators, particularly those with older real estate, which will likely speed
their demise, a new public focus on the quality of accommodation will support
operators such as our own tenants.

...........
Mark Pain, chair of Empiric Student Property - 3 March
In 2021, the PBSA sector rebounded from the COVID-19 pandemic in a buoyant
fashion, driven by the underlying growth in the UK's full-time student population.
Confidence is returning to the market following reduced low occupancy rates in
2020/21 as learning shifted online and restrictions on travel were implemented due
to COVID-19. International mobility has been impacted by the pandemic, but the
PBSA sector has remained much more resilient than analysts had initially projected.
Domestic students partially filled the void left by international students, while in
some markets, certain groups of international students rose to boost overall
occupancy rates.
Remote study has worked for many students, although it is a weak substitute for oncampus tuition and the holistic student experience. As a result, PBSA occupancy
rates recovered considerably in 2021 as restrictions gradually lifted. At the end of
Q3 2021, JLL reported that 90% of beds were leased for the 2021/22 academic
year, compared with 83% for the comparative period in 2020/21.
In the year to September 2021, the CBRE PBSA Index reported total returns of 7.7%
for the 250 assets in the index, 2.8% higher than in 2020. Capital value growth for
PBSA assets recovered from -0.4% in the year to September 2020 to 2.2% in 2021.
Notably, capital growth in Super Prime Regional markets grew from 0.3% in the year
to September 2020 to 4.7% in the same period to September 2021. The
performance gap between the regional markets (Super Prime and Prime) and
Central London narrowed. Assets in the capital achieved total returns that were
0.3% higher than those in the regions, a fall from the 2-4% outperformance seen
over the previous four years, mainly due to falling net income return for London
assets. Assets in Secondary locations saw capital values fall again in 2021, but not
as dramatically as in 2020. The Empiric portfolio is well aligned to the bestperforming locations with 92% by value classified as either London, Super Prime
Regional or Prime Regional in the December 2021 portfolio valuation, compared
with 86% in December 2020.

...........
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Steve Smith, chair of PRS REIT - 23 March
The need for high-quality rental homes for families in the UK remains acute while
the supply of new homes continues to fall short of both government aspirations and
aggregate and increasing demand. The buy-to-let sector, which traditionally
provided the bulk of the rental stock in the UK is continuing to see private landlords
leave the market, and there have been 180,000 buy-to-let redemptions since 2017.
These factors are continuing to create upward pressure on rental demand.
While we are mindful of the current inflationary environment, which is creating a rise
in the cost of living for the population, demand for the company's high-quality family
rental homes remains strong and we expect our assets continue to perform well.
This is in part a reflection of the affordable nature of our properties and the fact that
rising interest rates typically drive an expansion in renting versus home ownership.
It also reflects the rental management model, created by Sigma PRS, which aims
both to set a higher standard of customer care in the private rented sector than
hitherto and to create communities that are attractive to renters generally and
families in particular.
These factors are driving performance, and the combination of growing income,
rental appreciation and asset value growth are beginning to enhance returns to
shareholders. As the Built-to-Rent sector becomes more established and
institutionally attractive, we expect to make significant progress.

...........
Lynda Shillaw, chief executive of Harworth Group - 22 March
The early months of 2022 have been extraordinary. Against the backdrop of
continued strong demand for our products we are seeing rising inflation and interest
rates in the UK, and a war in Europe, which has potentially wide-reaching
implications in the near term for Western European economies, particular in our
energy and some core commodity markets. Our core markets are currently
performing well, but are not immune to global supply issues, or any downturn in the
economy driven by a combination of global and UK economic factors. Government
policy remains focused on driving up regional investment and growth and delivering
a more equal balance of economic outcomes and opportunities for UK citizens.
Looking forward, overall commercial property returns are expected to be lower in
2022. The industrial sector is still expected to continue to perform well, driven by a
huge weight of capital seeking access to occupiers chasing finite available stock,
causing record low void rates. The shortage in supply of new homes seen in 2021
pushed prices higher and this has continued into 2022. Order books and demand
for developable land from housebuilders, and rental product from investors, are
robust, with prices rising ahead of inflation and cost increases, and the end of the
stamp duty holiday having remarkably little impact on buyer demand. The sector
does however face some headwinds as interest rates rise, the cladding repair crisis
remains unresolved and the sector digests the changes to Building Regulations and
the Future Homes Standards pathway.

...........
Stephen Inglis, manager of Regional REIT - 29 March
Savills research highlights that investor sentiment in the regional office market
improved throughout 2021. Regional office investment totalled £7.2bn in 2021,
marginally above the five-year average. Investment in office parks in 2021 reached
£2.8bn, the highest level reported since 2017, and 31.6% above the five-year
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average. Optimism in the regional office market has been supported by strong
employment growth. The most recent data from the ONS shows that the UK
employment rate rose to 75.5% in the three months to November 2021, up from
74.9% for the same period in 2020. Strong employment rates and encouraging
levels of recruitment are positive indicators for occupational demand.
The asset manager's strong opinion is that the office will continue to play a vital role
in working life regardless of whether hybrid or more traditional working practices are
adopted. It is their opinion that many occupiers will require more office
accommodation in future due to both employment growth and the improvement in
the working environment by employers including de-densification.

...........
Vikram Lall, chair of BMO Real Estate Investments - 31 March
Economic performance in 2022 will be more muted with two key markers to watch;
one is the speed of further interest rate rises as the Bank of England looks to curb
inflationary pressures, having recently raised the rate to 0.75%, the third rate rise in
a row. The second is the rate of inflation which is more than 6% for the last 12
months and expected to stay above the Bank of England’s 2% target for some time.
The above is likely to be exacerbated by the tragic events in Ukraine, following the
Russian invasion. The situation is fast moving and unpredictable; however, the
introduction of sanctions on Russia is leading to an increase in energy and food
prices. This will push up inflation and is expected to be followed by a period of
sustained high price rises and weakening growth prospects.
This economic uncertainty will impact the UK real estate market although the extent
of this is not yet clear. In the short term, the industrial sector looks set to continue
to benefit from the shift of traditional retail to e-commerce, which has seen vacancy
rates in the sector fall to an all-time low. With the supply pipeline still constrained,
we are likely to see continued income growth from this segment through 2022 and
beyond. Opportunistic investors are seeing value in a stabilisation of the retail
sector, development funding in the hospitality sector is showing green shoots of
recovery, while a reversal of the work from home guidance is seeing the
reoccupation of office buildings and providing a much-needed boost to city centres.

...........
Rupert Barclay, chair of Impact Healthcare REIT - 30 March
As we emerge from the pandemic, the long-term investment case for care homes is
unchanged. Occupancy is expected to recover while the support from government
grant funding falls away. Demographic trends and the rising incidence of specialist
needs, such as dementia, will continue to drive demand for care, which will require
many new beds, in suitable homes, to be added to the market. The government's
reforms will provide additional funding for the sector and contribute to its resilience.
We have a good level of protection against the current inflationary environment,
through the upward-only index-linked rent reviews in our leases. The caps on these
rent reviews help to protect our tenants and ensure that rents remain affordable for
them in the long term. This is important when tenants are also managing the effect
of wage and cost inflation.

...........
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Fredrik Widlund, chief executive of CLS Holdings – 16 March
As we emerge from the pandemic, the long-term investment case for care homes is
unchanged. Occupancy is expected to recover while the support from government
grant funding falls away. Demographic trends and the rising incidence of specialist
needs, such as dementia, will continue to drive demand for care, which will require
many new beds, in suitable homes, to be added to the market. The government's
reforms will provide additional funding for the sector and contribute to its resilience.
We have a good level of protection against the current inflationary environment,
through the upward-only index-linked rent reviews in our leases. The caps on these
rent reviews help to protect our tenants and ensure that rents remain affordable for
them in the long term. This is important when tenants are also managing the effect
of wage and cost inflation.

...........
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securities mentioned within the note for
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or otherwise) the publication or availability of
this note is prohibited.
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